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Message from Team Labour to Citizens and
Residents of Antigua and Barbuda
Fellow Citizens and Residents
We have had five years of the United Progressive
Party. We know that today we are worse off than we
were in March 2004 when the Antigua and Barbuda
Labour Party (ALP) demitted office.
Today, we pay vastly more taxes than we did in March
2004.
Today, our cost-of-living is astronomically higher than
it was in March 2004.
Today, we have far less money in our pockets than we
did before March 2004.
Today, we live in fear of shootings, murder, rape and
robberies in ways that we never did in March 2004.
Today, we know that many of our relatives and friends
are out of jobs and are extremely worried about our
future in a manner that was inconceivable in March
2004.
Today, we know that, under the UPP’s incompetence,
tourist arrivals to Antigua and Barbuda are dropping
rapidly whereas under the ALP tourism thrived, providing jobs, revenues and income to our country.
Today, many of us live in fear – terrified of the discrimination and victimization of the UPP – but we never had
such fear under the ALP where freedom of speech and
freedom of the media was never once curtailed.
Team Labour wants to change the landscape from
despair to confidence; from ruin to riches; from sluggishness to vitality.
We are a team that is knowledgeable and experienced,
energetic and prudent, innovative and wise. We bring a
combination of skills to government and we are unified
in the single purpose to return Antigua and Barbuda to
the heights of economic accomplishment from which
the UPP has plunged it, and to continue the social
and sustainable development that we introduced and
which has now been eroded by the UPP.
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In this Manifesto, we set-out our plans for the shortterm relief that we resolve will bring relief to the people
of this country – individually and collectively. We also
lay-out our plans for the medium and long term growth
of the economy. We have consulted widely on the
plans that are contained in this document, and we are
advised by experts that everything we promise can be
delivered. We intend to deliver them.
We want Antigua and Barbuda to be the best place
to do business in the Caribbean – a vibrant economy
based on the skills and knowledge of our people.
This means that along with removing the barriers to
investment swiftly, we will invest heavily in the education and training of our people – young and old. We
will promote business and create employment. We
will put people back to work, and put money back in
people’s pockets.
Five more years of the UPP would be five more years
of record high taxes.
Five more years of the UPP would be five more years
of incompetence in dealing with record high crime.
Five more years of the UPP would be five more years
of dismissals from the Public Service and record high
unemployment across the country,
Five more years of the UPP would be five more years of
incompetence and mismanagement that would make
it impossible for our country to ever recover and grow
again. The IMF has already said that the economy
slowed down last year and has retrogressed already
over the last few months.
We urge you to read our plans as set out in this Manifesto. We will implement them for the benefit of all,
and we pledge to you to build a safer, better and richer
Antigua and Barbuda in which all may dwell secure in
their present and certain of a brighter future.

Team Labour
Sincerely,

Our Future is Safer with Labour

Lester Bryant Bird
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Charles
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Chet Greene
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Highlights of the ALP Manifesto
Reduction of Taxes
• No Personal Income Tax
• ABST will be reviewed
• ABST will be removed
from children’s books
and medications
• ABST will be zero-rated for
all building materials for
first time home owners

• ABST will be removed
at the port of entry for
manufactures and applied
at the point of sale
• Corporate Tax will
be reduced

$2,000 for Every New Born Baby
• A fund will be established into which $2,000 will be placed in the
name of every qualifying new-born child. The proceeds will be
prohibited from use for any purpose other than to pay the accrued
sum to the named beneficiary at the age of 18. In this way, every
child born in Antigua and Barbuda will have access to a sum of
money to give him or her a head start at the age of 18. It is anticipated
that at age of 18 years the sum payable will be $6,000 - $7,000

Economic Stimulus Package
Cost of Living Allowance
for Public Servants
and Pensioners
• A Cost of Living Allowance
program (COLA) will be
implemented for public sector
workers and pensioners. The
system will provide an additional
payment to public workers
every three months of an
amount equal to the increase
of the Consumer Price Index
(the measure by which the
change in consumer goods
and services are calculated),
for the commensurate period

Waiver of Arrears of
Electricity Bills
• Arrears owed to APUA for
electricity bills which have
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accrued over a period of 90
days directly prior to the 2009
general elections will be waived
for private home owners
• All arrears for private homes over
and above the one-time 90 day
waiver, will be subject to a 20%
discount on the full settlement
of all outstanding amounts
• A credit will be given to Small
Businesses on the fuel variation
charge that accrued over a
period of 90 days immediately
prior to the 2009 general election

Measures to Protect
Homes From Mortgage
Foreclosure
Immediately upon assuming office,
and after consultation with banks

and other financial institutions,
the ALP will introduce measures
to discourage foreclosures for
a period of three months after
persons have lost their jobs.
The purpose of this grace period
is to allow time for mortgage
defaulters to make appropriate
arrangements with their banks.
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Stimulating Business,
Creating Jobs

Jump Starting Tourism

• Company taxes will be
reduced for both local
and foreign investors
• Port charges will be reviewed
with the objective of reducing
them and expanding business

• Fast Track the 550 acre
St. Regis Azure Bay Resort
(Seaforth) project which was
first approved under the ALP
but was stalled under the UPP
• Develop Cruise Ship Home
Port capacity in St John’s
• Expand the Heritage Quay
shopping complex along the
Point Wharf area to better
facilitate cruise tourism
and ensure that St John’s
remains a vibrant tourism
and entertainment location

• Faster customs clearance of
goods
• Electricity charges to
be lowered to ensure
production and delivery of
electricity is cost efficient
• All business applications will
be put back on a fast-track

• Construct a new and modern
efficient arrival and departure
terminal in partnership with
developers at the V.C. Bird
International Airport and expand
the parking apron to handle
increased peak time capacity

ABST to be Eliminated
for Manufacturers
• ABST to be eliminated for
manufacturers at the port of
entry on the importation of
raw materials and machinery

• Work in conjunction with
stake holders to effectively
market Antigua and Barbuda,
and attract additional tourists
to our country in a highly
competitive environment

Construct a new
airport in Barbuda
• A new airport for Barbuda is
required to encourage tourism
and economic development

Repositioning Yachting
• Improve service of yachts
by revamping immigration

and customs procedures to
reduce clearance times
• Enact legislation to make
the English Harbour and
Falmouth Harbour area a duty
free zone for the servicing
of the yachting industry
• Strengthen the capability
of the coast guard to patrol
and protect our borders and
ensure the safety and security
of the yachting sector
• Establish a dry dock repair
facility for yachts up to
2,000 metric tonnes, as a
means of providing added
services to the yachting
sector and for the provision
of skilled job opportunities for
Antiguans and Barbudans
• Provide enhanced “beat
policing” of the English
Harbour and Falmouth areas
by a combination of pairs of
policemen on shifts for 24
hour coverage, supported by
a trained rapid-response unit
on constant mobile patrol
• Expand and enhance
the promotion of Antigua
Sailing Week worldwide and
the enhancement of the
programme in Antigua

Telecommunications to Grow the Economy
• Within weeks of our election
to office the ALP will engage
stakeholders in discussions to
put Antigua and Barbuda ahead
of every Caribbean country
in information technology

• All of Antigua and Barbuda
must have the most modern
broadband Internet coverage
with fibre optic cable, capable
of delivering the fastest and
most comprehensive data and
voice facilities to every business,
home and government office

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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Highlights of the ALP Manifesto
Fighting Crime Effectively

Gun crimes up

233

%

• Establishment of communityrelations policing in which
the police will work closely
with communities through
their various groups
• Re-deployment of police
officers to patrol communities

• Motivational and professional
training for the police will be
improved and coupled with a plan
for promotions and succession
to the level of Commissioner
• Better compensation for the
police including better pay,
access to land and mortgages
to build homes, and insurance
for high-risk operations

• Recruitment of at least two
hundred more police officers
to increase police presence
especially in certain crime “hot
spots” where mobile police
stations should be located
• Provision of more resources
to the Police Force to include
on-going training, more
transportation, modern
telecommunications, surveillance
and other equipment
• Deployment of police in the
daytime on beaches throughout
the country, and the deployment

of units of the army between
midnight and 6.30 am at hotel
resorts around the island
• Tougher penalties for
crimes involving the use
of illegal firearms

• The penalty for rape
will be increased
• All duties and taxes will
be removed from security
equipment imported by
businesses and households
• Installation of CCTV cameras
in St John’s to reduce crime
• Establish mobile rapid-response
units of well-trained officers
who will be available 24
hours in four geographically
separate geographical
locations throughout Antigua

Constitutional Reform and Governance
• Enact legislation to enshrine
the constitution’s intent, that
our judges should be free and
independent from political
influence. To this end we will:
»» Engage other governments of
the Organisation of Eastern
Caribbean States in meaningful
dialogue to ensure that judges
enjoy security of tenure by
making appointments for life
and their removal be limited to
impeachment via parliament.
»» Enact legislation to make
it illegal for Ministers of
government to delay or deny
the payment of pensions
to any judge so entitled.
• Within the spirit and terms of the
constitution appoint the Director
of Prosecution until retirement.
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• In consultation with the
people, the ALP will amend
the constitution to limit the
Prime Minister’s tenure to two
consecutive terms or 10 years
(whichever is the greater), in
the capacity of Prime Minister.
• In consultation with the
people, seek a referendum
on the replacement of the
Privy Council as the final court
of appeal by the Caribbean
Court of Justice (CCJ).
• In consultation with the people,
seek an amendment to the
Constitution of Antigua and
Barbuda to ensure that no
Antiguan and Barbudan will
be disqualified from serving in
Parliament or government by
virtue of the necessity to hold
citizenship of another country.

• In consultation with the
people, seek an amendment
to the constitution for the
election of parish councils
and the appointment of
Mayors for the City of St.
John’s and Parham Town
• In consultation with the people,
seek an amendment to the
constitution requiring that on
the announcement dissolution
of parliament the future prime
minister is required to name
the date of the election

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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Empowering Youth
• A National Youth Council (NYC)
will be established drawn
from youth organisations
and the private sector
• NYC will meet the full Cabinet
to engage in dialogue
on developments in the
nation including issues
related to the economy, the
environment, combating
crime, and drug addiction
• NYC will devise programmes
and projects for youth
engagement in sports,
culture including the creative

arts, the curriculum for
education and training, and
community relations
• Ensure that the goals
and objectives of Youth
involvement in development
are translated into action
• Land for Youth Scheme
will be re-introduced to
give young people a viable
stake in the country
• Youth Skills Programme will
be introduced to train young
people for employment

Helping the Most Vulnerable in our Society
Single Mothers
• Establish properly staffed
and managed crèches
around the country at which
single mothers can safely
leave their young children
• Give a tax credit to businesses
that provide managed child care
facilities for their employees
• Initiate a programme of training
and adult education targeted
to single mothers so that they
can improve their literacy
and knowledge so that they
can secure better jobs
• Pursue a policy that guarantees
continued access to schooling for
girls who become pregnant while
still at school as part of our “No
Child Left Behind” commitment
to universal education
• Introduce a programme
of education in secondary

schools and via public media to
educate young people against
pregnancies outside of marriage

Caring for the Elderly
• A Cost of Living Allowance
(COLA) will be implemented for
pensioners. The system will
provide an additional payment to
pensioners every three months
of an amount equal to the
increase of the Consumer Price
Index (the measure by which
the change in consumer goods
and services are calculated),
for the commensurate period
• Eligible pensioners will receive
a minimum pension that is
more in tune with the cost
of living. Legislation will be
enacted to ensure that public
sector workers who, having
attained pensionable age and
who having contributed to

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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the social security system
for at least 10 years prior to
retirement will be eligible
• Re-introduce the home care
programme to improve the
quality of life for seniors

and water bills, and free utilities
to persons over the age of 80

Empowerment of the
Physically-Challenged

Pensioners to receive
discount on utility

• Open opportunities for
employment of persons with
disabilities across the spectrum
of government ministries

• Enact legislation to grant
qualified retired persons over
the age of 70 an entitlement to
a 50% discount on electricity

• Adopt legislation making
it illegal for anyone to be
denied employment for a job
for which they are qualified

• Ratify the United Nation
Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities
• Pay special attention to
the communication needs
of persons who are deaf
or hearing impaired, and
assist them by implementing
programmes to provide
appropriate medical
attention and training to
cope with their disability

Education and Health
but also to give practical
training to teacher assistants
• The teaching of mathematics,
science and English will
be improved throughout
the school system

Education
• The University of Antigua and
Barbuda will be established
incorporating, amongst others:
a Teachers Training College;
a Nurses Training College;
a College for Public Service
Administration; a Hotel and
Hospitality Training College;
the Antigua and Barbuda
Information Technology
School, and a campus for
tertiary degrees offered by the
University of the West Indies
• Preschool education to be
subsided. The private sector is
pg. 8

effectively managing pre-school
education, but where such preschools can demonstrate that
they have pupils whose parents
fall below a sustainable income
level, government will subsidise
the cost of such pupils
• Primary and Secondary Schools
will be expanded to establish
more classrooms and to reduce
the size of classes to 20
• Teacher assistants will
be introduced not only to
allow teachers to give more
individual attention to pupils,

• The use of computers will be
introduced in both primary and
secondary schools. Computer
training will become part of
primary school education from
the age of 9. All schools will
be connected to the Internet
for research projects with the
necessary restrictions placed
on inappropriate adult sites
• Regular monitoring of children
in all schools from the age of
6 to 15 will be introduced to
detect any learning difficulties
or special needs so as to
overcome them and ensure
such children a full education
• The Antigua State College will
be expanded and provided
with better resources to
cater for an increased intake,
and a vocational school,

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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including apprenticeship
programmes, tied to actual
job requirements in the private
sector will be created
• Two new secondary schools
will be built in strategic areas
of Antigua to shorten the
length of travel for students
and to help reduce the number
of students in classrooms
in existing schools
• A dedicated school of
languages will be established
to promote the study of
Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Chinese and Japanese

Health
• The Mount St. John Hospital
will remain a publicly owned
facility catering to all residents
in Antigua and Barbuda
who require medical care
• The Mount St. John Hospital
will be made fully operational
within six months
• Ensure that the hospital is
fully equipped and properly
staffed by persons with the
qualifications and experience
to provide a comprehensive
health care service

• Expand and upgrade the
Medical Benefits Scheme
to cover more illnesses and
provide better service
• Amend the Medical Benefits
Scheme Act to ensure that
where persons require critical
medical care from overseas,
all contributors will be entitled
to receive assistance from the
Medical Benefits Scheme
• Upgrade community clinics
to polyclinics, complete with
resident doctors, nurses and
EMS services, as a means
of improving the delivery
and quality of service
• Provide access for
appropriately qualified and
registered specialist medical
practitioners to the Mount St
John’s Hospital for
the treatment
of patients

Roads and Housing
Roads
• The quality of our road network
will be improved with the priority
and emphasis being placed on
roads where traffic is heavy
• Community roads will be
maintained on a systematic
basis, with each community
being assessed and priority given
to the worst roads in each area
until all the roads are addressed

Affordable Housing
and Lands
• Enact programs to ensure that
public servants and our young
people who qualify for assistance
have access to affordable lands
as a means of wealth creation
• Construct 500 homes within
the first 500 days of our
first term of government

• Units will be allocated to public
servants and young people
who qualify for assistance on
a lease/purchase agreement
with prices fixed at a rate
that is commensurate with
current rental payments
• Required payments will consist
of the first and last month’s
rent as per a normal lease
and the period of loan may be
extended for up to 30 years

• Road building programmes
will be out sourced to private
operators who can demonstrate
the managerial capacity,
engineering skill and trained
manpower to build such roads

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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Developing Barbuda

Improved Health Care

New Airport for Barbuda

• Upgrade the capability
of Barbuda to provide
intermediary medical care
pending transportation to the
Mount St John Hospital

• As a means of expanding
tourist opportunities within
our sister island, and as a
means to encourage greater
economic linkages, the
construction of a new airport for
Barbuda will be given priority

Subsidised Ferry Service
to be Established
• In cooperation with the private
sector, a scheduled Ro-Ro
(roll-on roll-off) ferry service
subsidised by the government
will be established. This

Improved Infrastructure
• Improve roads in Barbuda
service will allow person to
commute to and from Barbuda
for work and pleasure
• River Dock will be
upgraded to handle the
proposed ferry service

• Relocate and upgrade
electricity generation
and distribution
• Construct a senior citizen
recreational centre
• School Meal programme
to include Barbuda

Managing Immigration Fairly
• The present UPP practice
of arbitrary deportations of
nationals of CARICOM and the
Dominican Republic will cease
• All pending arbitrary
deportations by the various
agencies of the state will
cease and persons will be
enabled to apply for lawful
work permits or residence
• An amnesty will be offered to
qualifying non-nationals who are
already eligible for residency of
the State, but who have failed
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to regularise their status. This
limited amnesty will require
that such persons must not
have been involved in criminal
activity either within Antigua
and Barbuda or elsewhere.
The purpose of this measure
is to allow such persons to
make a full contribution to the
upkeep of the State like all
other law-abiding inhabitants
• The letter and spirit of the
free movement of skilled
CARICOM workers will be
implemented in fulfilment of the

Treaty of Chaguaramas which
our Parliament has ratified
along with other CARICOM
governments in recognition that
many of our own nationals are
working in CARICOM countries
under this arrangement
• Migration will be managed to
benefit all citizens and residents
of Antigua and Barbuda fairly
and objectively and with due
regard to demands on the
social services of the country
and to national security

Our Future is Safer with Labour

After
five years
do you see anything
to smile about?
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UPP
After five years of
mismanagement under
the United Progressive
Party (UPP), our country,
once the strongest
economy in the region,
safe, secure and largely
crime free, is now
plagued by violent
crimes and with gross
mismanagement of the
economy.

UNTRUSTWORTHY,

INCOMPETENT
LEADERSHIP

Poverty and
Crime Increased
According to a study commissioned by the UPP and conducted
by USAID (2007) more than 14,000
persons (18% of the population)
are living in poverty. That report
which the UPP government refused to release also stated that
over 6,000 persons (8% of the
population) could not afford $6.00
per day required for basic survival.
Since the UPP came to power there
have been 65 murders and over 140
cases of rapes and violent crimes
against women were reported.
Almost half (46%) of our children in
our public primary schools, under the
UPP, failed to attain the necessary
qualifications required for admission
to secondary school. These children

were placed in a disadvantageous
position and are handicapped from
realising their full potential.
The UPP government has created an
environment that encourages gangs
and violence. Driven by disenfranchisement from the main stream of
society, poverty, high unemployment and a failing school system
have all contributed to a sense of
hopelessness among our youth and
increased the appeal of gangs.
Our international reputation as a
safe destination for visitors was
severely tarnished following the
murder of a British couple on
honeymoon and the Australian
Captain of a yacht at Nelson’s
Dockyard.

Unemployment Higher
Highest in Recent History!
The UPP claims that the economy
grew every year under their stewardship, but it has been jobless
growth. The economy grew on the
back of projects for Cricket World
Cup – all of which were one-time
projects that created no permanent
jobs and no sustainable growth.
These investments were not productive expenditure and generated
no sustainable revenue or meaning-

ful contribution to employment.
Unemployment today is the highest
it has been for over two decades.
Over 2,000 persons have already
been laid off in the last three months.
It is anticpated that thousands more
could loose their jobs in the coming
months with the anticipated closure
of significant portions of the hotel
sector for the summer period. In

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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High Expenditure and Increased Deficit
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2004 (a)

2004 unemployment under the ALP
was at 5% and now it is well over
15% and rising every day.
During the last Labour administration (2003), the cost of running the
day-to-day affairs of the government was $563 million. Under the
irresponsible management of the
UPP, this has increased to $979 million, a colossal $416 million (74%)
increase in just four years. To this
astronomical figure, the approved
capital expenditure programme of
the UPP in 2007 was in excess of
$373 million.
Added together, the UPP has increased the yearly costs of running
government to over $1.3 billion.
Such expenditure is not only unjustifiable and irresponsible but clearly
unsustainable and wasteful.
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2005 (a)

2006 (a)

2007 (e)

2008 (e)

2004 (a)

2005 (a)

2006 (a)

2007 (e)

2008 (e)

Recurring Revenue

$478

$500

$606

$649

$755

Recurring & Capital
Expenditure

$487

$576

$700

$1,053

$1,353

$(9)

$(76)

$(94)

$(403)

$(598)

Deficit

Cost-of-Living
Skyrocketed
The tax burden imposed on this
country by the UPP, through the
Antigua and Barbuda Sales Tax
(ABST), Personal Income Tax (PIT)
and other taxes, have extracted
over $1 billion from the pockets of
the people over the last five years.
This is 74% higher than under the

Antigua and Barbuda Labour Party’s (ALP) administration. Where
has this money gone? Wasteful
and unproductive expenditure under the UPP is at an all time high,
and now exceeds $1 billion per
year.

Our Future is Safer with Labour

Taxes 85% Higher Under UPP
than Under ALP According to
UPP Finance Minister (2009 Budget)
The failure of the Government to
attract any foreign direct investment and their failure to hold on
to existing investors to expand the
productive sectors of the economy,
have created an undue reliance on
local financial institutions for Government financing. This reliance
has both reduced the ability of our

local banks to lower the cost of
private sector loans or to provide
financing for expanding existing
businesses or creating new ones.
Yet, the UPP did not create new
employment even in the public
sector; in fact they dismissed public servants. Where then did they
spend all the money?

Lies Exposed
The UPP has given the country very poor leadership and its lies at the
last general election in March 2004 have been exposed.
• They would not dismiss
public servants. They lied.

Among the UPP lies were:
• They would not introduce
personal income
tax. They lied..

• They had investors
clamouring to some into
Antigua. They lied.

• They would not introduce
a government sales
tax. They lied.

• They would make ABS Radio/
TV an independent public
corporation. They lied.

The UPP cannot be trusted to manage our country.

Cost of day-to-day
operations of the
Government up
$419 million! A 74%
increase in only 5
years. Right track or
wrong direction?

Record High National Debt
In just five years the UPP government has increased the national
debt by a staggering $1.5 billion.
The debt burden of the UPP mismanagement of our economy is in
the area of $4.3 billion. In its 2009
budget, the UPP promised that if
re-elected, the continuation of its
failed economic policies would see
the national debt increased by an
additional $250 million dollars during the next fiscal year.

The UPP’s failure to give proper
consideration to the impact of its
proposals before making substantial changes to the tax structure
within Antigua and Barbuda, has
meant that Antiguans and Barbudans no longer enjoy the standard
of life to which they were previously
accustomed. Adopting an aggressive implementation schedule for its
new taxes, the UPP imposed over
$400 million annually in new direct

taxes on the people of this country.
The UPP claimed that the purpose
of these new taxes was to reduce
the debt burden of Antigua and
Barbuda. Instead of reducing the
debt burden, the UPP embarked on
a programme of expenditure in nonproductive sectors of the economy
and therefore generated little tangible benefit to the people of Antigua
and Barbuda during its tenure.

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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Their
Record

Mismanagement
Glaring examples of the UPP’s
mismanagement of funds include:
the World Cup Cricket Stadium,
where a mile of substandard road
was supposedly built at a cost of
over $10 million. Another example
is the ill-conceived car park for St.
John’s which today, due to cost
overruns, has already exceeded
$100 million and is still uncompleted.
The UPP built 2½ miles of road in
St John’s for a whopping $100 million – that is $44 million a mile of
road, making it the most expensive
road in the entire world.

These very dubious projects were
given priority over the completion
of the Mount St. John Hospital.
Financed by new debt the UPP
government, this year alone, has
increased the nation’s total debt
stock to an astronomical figure of
over $3.7 billion.
It is a fact that the hotel developments for which the UPP would like
to lay claim, were all started during
the last ALP Administration. These
projects include the La Perla Non
Such Bay project, the Mediterranean Village expansion of the Sandals
Hotel, the Hodges Bay Club expansion and the Veranda Hotel.

No Plan for Dealing with
Economic Crisis
The UPP Minister of Finance and
the UPP Minister of Tourism stated
that the global recession now affecting industrialized countries will
have little or no impact on our domestic economy.

in tourist arrivals and in the amount
of money being spent by tourists.
Hundreds of workers have already
lost their jobs and are now unable
to feed their families and pay their
living expenses.

With our hotel sector accounting
for almost 70% of our economy,
Antigua and Barbuda has already
experienced both substantial drops

The UPP lied and cannot be
trusted. Their incompetence and
mismanagement which prove
they cannot lead our country.

The Derelict Half
Moon Bay Hotel

The National Debt Up

$3.7 billion
Waste of Taxes

$1 billion
Tax burden doubled

$400 million
In 2009 debt burden
expected to increase by

$250 million
The most expensive
carpark in the world

$100 million
2½ miles of road and side
walk for St. John’s

$100 million
3 miles of road in
Barbuda

$10 million
Cost per mile of substandard roads to the
World Cup Cricket
Stadium

$10 million

Record Unemployment

15%
pg. 16
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Lowering the cost of living

Eliminating

burdensome taxes
Prior to the 2004 general elections, the UPP stated that... by simply
cutting out extravagance and with a modicum of compliance, there would
be no need for additional taxes, utility costs would be reduced, and no
persons would be laid off from the government. The UPP lied.

Our Future is Safer with Labour
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ALP Will
Abolish Income
Tax and Reduce
Other Taxes
The ALP’s policy is that Antigua and
Barbuda is better served as a Low Tax
jurisdiction. We believe that every person
has the right to choose how they wish to
spend their hard earned income. We also
recognize that our economy is dependent
on persons having high levels of disposable income for discretionary spending.
The ALP will therefore:
• Abolish Personal Income Tax (PIT)
• Review the ABST as a means
of lowering the cost of living
• Remove ABST from educational books
and medical supplies for children
• Place a moratorium on property
tax for 1 year pending a review
• Wave the payment of arrears
on property taxes for private
homes for a period of three years
immediately prior to the general
election. Where persons are current
with their payments a discount of
20% will be applied to future bills
for a period of up to three years

$1 billion in New Taxes
Imposing over $1 billion in new
taxes in just five years, the government imposed the Personal
Income Tax (25%), the Antigua
and Barbuda Sales Tax (15%), a
new Property Tax and a Luxury
Tax (7%). These taxes have
reduced disposable income by
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over $400 million and pushed
up the cost of living far beyond
the capacity of most people to
cope. In their thirst for power,
the UPP lied and deceived the
people at the last general election. The people will not be
fooled again.

• Widen and increase the corporate tax
ceiling for charitable contributions
• Examine the potiential to
reduce Corporate Tax
• Zero rate ABST on all building
materials for first time home owners
• Reintroduce a fuel subsidy to lower
utility costs and prices at the pump
• Remove ABST for manufacture’s
inputs at the port of entry
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ALP’s Immediate Plan to Assist the People
The ALP is keenly aware of the suffering of many people throughout
the society who cannot now make
ends meet. Therefore, immediately
upon taking office it will introduce
measures to being relief to these
people and to stimulate the economy. Among its immediate measures will be:
Cost of Living Allowance for
Public Servants and Pensioners
• The implementation of a Cost
of Living Allowance program
(COLA) for public sector workers
and pensioners. The system
will provide an additional
payment to public workers
every three months of an
amount equal to the increase
of the Consumer Price Index
(the measure by which the
change in consumer goods and
services are calculated), for the
commensurate period. This
periodic payment will allow
public workers to better handle
the issue of increasing prices

of food staples and allow them
to manage their food costs
Waiver of arrears of Electricity Bills
• Waive all private home arrears
owed to APUA for electricity bills
that have accrued over a period
of 90 days immediately prior to
the 2009 general election.
The purpose of this one time
waiver is to allow private citizens
to adjust to the rising cost of
living that have accrued under
the mismanagement of the UPP.
Where private homes have been
disconnected for non payment
of electricity bills that have
accrued within the proposed
90 day waver period there will
be no reconnection fees
• All arrears for private homes over
and above the one-time 90 day
waiver, will be subject to a 20%
discount on the full settlement
of all outstanding amounts

• Provide a credit to Small
Businesses on the fuel variation
charge that accrued over a
period of 90 days immediately
prior to the 2009 general election
Legislation to protect homes
from Mortgage Foreclosure
• Immediately upon assuming
office, and after consultation
with banks and other financial
institutions, the ALP will
introduce measures to
discourage foreclosures for a
period of three months after
persons have lost their jobs.
The purpose of this grace period
is to allow time for mortgage
defaulters to make appropriate
arrangements with their banks.
These measures will also prohibit
shareholders, management and
staff of financial institutions from
participating in any way in the
purchase of properties which
may ultimately have to be sold

UPP: No Stimulus Package for the Economy
Despite international calls
from the IMF, the World
Bank and Finance Ministers
of most of the industrialised
countries, for a stimulus
package to lower costs of
living and increase consumer confidence, the UPP
stated in their 2009 budget,
that the Antigua and Barbuda economy will not be
affected by the global recession.
These UPP pronouncements have already been
shown to be a deliberate
attempt
of
deception,
spearheaded by the Minster
of Finance, and the Minister

of Tourism. Hotels have
already reported a sharp
downturn in occupancy
levels and have begun to
lay off staff in what is traditionally the height of the
season. Cruise passenger
expenditure has also seen
significant reductions.
The UPP continues to
demonstrate its lack of understanding, its incompetence and its inexperience
in its failure to manage the
economy through difficult
economic times. In fact
the UPP government, having forecast a 4% growth
for the economy in 2009,

is already seeking over $81
million in emergency financing from the Caribbean
Development Bank, as a
means of mitigating short
falls in taxable income.
The government’s claim
of growth in the economy
is contradicted by the IMF
which has stated that the
economic slow down in
2008 will be substantially
worse in 2009 under the
UPP’s present policies.
In the period 1995 to 2001,
the ALP successfully managed the economy through
five hurricanes and 9/11,
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while still maintaining positive growth in the economy.
The UPP did not have one
major calamity with which
to deal. Yet, they have nothing to show for $1 billion in
taxes and the large amount
of debt they incurred.
Under the UPP, Antigua
and Barbuda has the highest debt burden in its entire
history. The ALP and Team
Labour has demonstrated
its ability to lead our country
during difficult periods and
can be depended upon
to correct the failures of
the UPP government. Our
country is Safer with Labour.
pg. 19

ALP
Programme
to Encourage
Business and Job
Creation
To immediately encourage investment in new businesses and the
expansion of existing ones, the
ALP will implement the following
programme:
• Company taxes will be reduced for
both local and foreign investors
• Local investors will be given the
same investment concessions
as foreign investors
• Port charges will be reviewed in
consultation with the private sector
with the objective of reducing
them and expanding business
• Procedures for customs clearance
of goods will be revamped. Delays
in delivery of goods from customs
are a cost to business, and such
delays will be eliminated as a
contribution to successful business
• Electricity charges will also be
reviewed in consultation with the
private sector with the objective
of ensuring the production and
delivery of electricity is cost
efficient and that a fair price is paid
• Professional studies will be
commissioned to investigate the
use of solar and wind energy
to supplement the production
of electricity and so reduce
both the cost and dependence
on oil-based production
• All business applications will
be put back on a fast-track

Growing the Economy

Creating
A National Economic Council
Immediately upon its election to
office, the ALP government will
establish a National Economic
Council (NEC) made up of representatives of the government, the
private sector, trade unions and
representatives of youth through a
National Youth Council.
The NEC will be given the standing of an advisory body to the

Cabinet and its functions will be
incorporated in law. As necessary,
representatives of the NEC will
participate in the work of Committees established by Parliament.
The purpose of the NEC will be to
form a social contract among the
main stakeholders of the economy
and to exercise oversight over economic development.

New Hotel Projects: A Priority
The ALP will prioritise the attraction
and implementation of new hotel
projects as a means of stimulating
the economy. We will fast track a
number of projects which the UPP
in its short-sightedness and bigotry
has blocked or delayed at the cost
of the development of our economy
and the provision of jobs to the
people of Antigua and Barbuda.
The ALP developed this country from humble beginnings and
inherited an economy based on
agriculture and burdened by high
unemployment.

richest and most developed in
the region. The ALP managed the
economy through six disastrous
hurricanes in five years and the
effects of 9/11 while maintaining
full employment and still delivering
economic growth of over 5% per
annum. The ALP’s ability to manage
the economy through this series of
events and maintain a strong economy is unprecedented in a modern
economy.

ALP will cut UPP abuse
from government
spending on wasteful
expenditure

The ALP built a diversified
economy that stood as the

Abuse

• ABST will be eliminated
from the importation of raw
material and machinery
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g Jobs
ALP’s Immediate Economic
Development Programme
In light of the current economic issues facing the nation, the ALP will follow
fiscally responsible and prudent programmes that promote sustainable
growth and reduce debt. The ALP will:
• Remove Personal Income Tax
as a significant measure to
increase domestic expenditure
and stimulate the local economy.
By returning over $55 million
per annum to tax payers, the
economic impact of such
a measure is expected, in
economic terms, to contribute
an additional $137 million
dollars to the economy (based
on a 2.5 multiplier effect)
• Adopt policies and programs to
ensure a 4.0% GDP recurrent
account surplus within 5 years.
This compares favourably with
a current account deficit under
the UPP of -17.9% (2007)
• Grow the economy by at least
6%-8% per annum. This growth,
unlike the policies of the UPP will
not be driven by public sector
expenditure and borrowings, but
by new investments such as:
»» The expansion of the tourism
plant and the development
of a new airport in Barbuda
»» The expansion of the arrival and
departure terminal facilities at
the V.C. Bird International Airport

»» The development of the new
Half Moon Bay Resort
»» The development of the
550 acres St Regis Azure
Bay Resort (Seaforth)
»» The LA Perla redevelopment of
Jolly Harbour Town Centre and
the Two Hotel developments
slated for Pearn’s Point
»» The regeneration of the water
front areas of St John’s and the
expansion of Heritage Quay
»» The development of Home
Porting for the cruise ship sector
»» The expansion of the St.
John’s Harbour to facilitate
international trade through the
transhipment of containers
»» The establishment in
conjunction with private
sector partners of a Technical
College for supplementary
education and vocational
opportunities for persons
with diverse qualifications
• Reduction in debt to GDP ratio
below 70% within 10 years

$

NEC

Establish the National
Economic Council:
an Advisory body to form
a social contract among the
main stakeholders of the
economy and to exercise
oversight over economic
development.

• The substantial expansion
and protection of the Financial
Sector both on and offshore
• The re-assertion of our
involvement in, and control of,
monetary policy as it relates to
the growth and competitiveness
of the economy. Specifically
we intend to review the role
and function of the ECCB to
better serve the economy
• Establish the Antigua and
Barbuda Sovereign Fund
(ABSF). Its functions will be to
raise and manage capital from
new Government Bond issues
and to invest such funds in
such a manner as to ensure a
higher effective rate of return
than traditional fixed deposits.
In particular, the ABSF will be
chartered to invest proceeds of
the fund in productive sectors
of the economy, mindful of the
return on investment and the
social welfare of the people. The
details of the investment portfolio
will be made public and the fund
will be required to publish its
accounts and make available full
information to the general public
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ALP Plans Telecommunications as
Engine to Power Modern Economy
Under the vision and
leadership of the
Antigua Labour Party
Antigua and Barbuda
during the 1990’s was
the silicon valley of the
Caribbean. Home to
cutting edge internet
based companies
Antigua and Barbuda
was the Mecca for
the internet gaming
industry. This new
industry which at
one time employed
over 3000 persons in
Antigua and Barbuda
was attracted to the
country because of
the sophistication of
it telecommunication
network.

$

LEAP

Lost Employment
Assistant Programme
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Antigua and Barbuda remains the
telecommunication hub of the Caribbean with a high bandwidth fibre
optic network linking the island, and
with high speed data connection to
trans-Atlantic lines.
The construction of this sophisticated network did not occur under
the UPP administration it was conceptualized and develop under the
vision of the ALP.
Our telecommunication sector plays

a critical role in the functioning of
our economy. We have always had
one of the highest rates of penetration for internet connections and for
cellular phones.
With a recorded population of approximately 87,000 persons, our
country has three cellular phone
providers and on a per capita basis has to be considered as one of
the leading countries in the world
where the population has access to
telecommunications.

Immediate Plans for
Telecommunications
The ALP wants to improve on that
record, and to place Antigua and
Barbuda ahead of the rest of the
entire Caribbean in telecommunications and Information Technology in
order to attract new technologybased industries, more offshore
businesses, and improve considerably the capacity of all businesses
– large and small – in Antigua and
Barbuda to compete globally.
Within weeks of our election to office the ALP will engage stakeholders in discussions with the government to put Antigua and Barbuda
ahead of every Caribbean country
in information technology.
We want all of Antigua and Barbuda to have the most modern
broadband internet coverage with fibre optic cable,
capable of delivering the
fastest and most comprehensive
data and voice facilities to every

business, home and government
office. The entire country must be
wired for internet connections so
that schools, shops, businesses
and every public place will be capable of the highest-speed and best
clarity internet connections in the
entire Caribbean.
This will not only make us a leader
in attracting businesses into Antigua and Barbuda, it will give our
entire population – especially our
young people – instant access to
the knowledge and research they
need to put them ahead of the rest
of the region.
We know that no one telecommunications company can make
this huge investment in Antigua
and Barbuda. This is why the ALP
government will engage in dialogue
with the telecommunications sector
to accomplish this ambition for the
benefit of the country as a whole.
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ALP will grow the Offshore
Financial Sector

$$
PIT

As a means of diversifying the economy and to
provide new high paying
employment opportunities, the
Antigua Labour Party established
an attractive legislative framework
that saw the off shore sector at
one point, employing over 4,000
persons in Antigua and Barbuda.

NO Personal
Income Tax

ALP Will
Establish
Antigua as a
Headquarter
Location for
Caribbean
Companies
Given our plans to return Antigua and Barbuda to a low tax jurisdiction with the most modern
telecommunication
systems,
the ALP will also place Antigua
and Barbuda at the centre of
the Caribbean Single Market
and Economy for the establishment of Headquarters for
doing pan-Caribbean business,
and for Caribbean companies
to do business overseas. The
financial services sector will
be modified and improved to
provide competitive facilities to
companies that locate Headquarter and ‘back-office’ facilities in Antigua and Barbuda.

Once considered as an important
financial centre within the Caribbean, and with a sterling reputation for our regulatory framework,
Antigua and Barbuda was upheld
by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), the Caribbean Financial Action Taskforce (CFATF) and the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
of the OECD countries including the
US, as being the model for other
states within the region. The FATF
declared Antigua and Barbuda a
fully cooperative jurisdiction under
the ALP and Antigua and Barbuda
was not blacklisted while many
other countries were.
Our offshore sector, compliant to
the laws of Antigua and Barbuda,
must be defended against those
who, following their own agendas,
choose to deny Antigua and Barbuda’s access to lucrative markets.
In this regard the ALP’s actions at
the World Trade Organization, in
taking the United States of America
to the World Trade Organisation’s
(WTO) Dispute Settlement Body,
for unfair and restrictive practices,
was a testament to this fact. The
ALP is appalled at the mishandling
of this matter since the UPP took
office. The UPP inherited a victory
at the WTO from the ALP and have
squandered it.

The offshore sector which has virtually been wiped out under the UPP
must be revitalised. According to
the UPP Minister of Finance, in his
2008 budget presentation, employment in the offshore sector has
fallen under 350 persons.
In recognition of the importance of
this sector to the development of
our country and to the provision of
job opportunities to the people of
Antigua and Barbuda, the ALP will:
• Devise new legislation to
better address the range and
complexity of financial services,
and expand the spectrum of
licensed offshore financial
services that can operate
from Antigua and Barbuda
• Streamline the process for
the processing and issuing
of IBC’s and other licensed
financial institutions
• Adopt policies and procedures
for the regulation of the sector
that is more in tune with the need
to compete within a competitive
and globally market for the
domicile of offshore corporations
• Work in conjunction with partners
to address the problems of the
financial sector in obtaining
corresponding relations,
and develop capacity for the
processing and acquiring of
credit cards and E-cash systems
• Work in conjunction with
the Internet Gaming
Industry to revitalise the
internet gaming industry
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ALP to secure $500 Million
per annum in Investments
The ALP expects that when it removes the barriers to investment imposed by the UPP government, Foreign Direct Investment into Antigua
and Barbuda will average over $500 million per annum.
The ALP is already in discussion with a number of investors who have
had their projects blocked or delayed by the incompetence and short
sightedness of the UPP government. These investments are expected
to come on stream within the first 24 months of the ALP’s election
to office and will increase private sector employment by 20%.

ALP Immediate Plan to Deal
with Unemployment
Because of the mismanagement of
the economy by the UPP and their
failure to attract new investment,
people have lost, or are in danger
of losing, their jobs. Antigua and
Barbuda has already seen jobs lost
in the Public Sector, the Hotel Sector
and the broader economy amounting to over 1,500 people.
Some hotels have reported occupancy as low as 15%. The management of other hotels have indicated
that they may close for the summer
season due to low forecasted occupancy levels.
In light of these facts, the ALP will
implement the Lost Employment Assistance Programme (LEAP).
LEAP will consist of four parts. In
the first instance, LEAP will provide
financial assistance to hotels to
encourage them to keep employees
employed. This assistance will extend for up to six months, provided
that the hotel will mount training programmes to refresh the knowledge
of such workers, or provide training
in a different aspect of the hotel’s
activities.
This will ensure that when the recession in the US and Europe is over
and the hotels return to normalcy,
they will have trained personnel for
full reemployment.
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Second, LEAP will provide temporary
unemployment benefit for qualified
persons of up to 70% of basic salaries
for a period of up to four months for
persons who have lost their jobs having worked for a minimum of 5 years,
provided that such persons enter a
structured programme of retraining as
a means of improving their marketability. The ALP will offer free placements
in ABIT, the Hotel Training School,
Tomlinson’s and the proposed University of Antigua and Barbuda.
Third, LEAP will function as a coordinating centre for the dissemination
of information related to job availability in both the public and private
sector. LEAP’s offices will establish
a comprehensive database of available jobs in Antigua and Barbuda
and help potential employers find
suitable employment.
Fourth, LEAP will provide business
skill training for persons wishing to
start their own small businesses.
LEAP will provide management training, mentoring and basic consultant
services to help small and micro
businesses become established
over a period of the first 12 months
of their operations. As part of this
programme, LEAP will help small
and micro businesses access start
up capital of up to $50,000.00 from
institutions such as the Antigua and
Barbuda Development Bank.

ALP Will Cut
Wasteful
Government
Spending
A responsible ALP government,
in order to fund our recession
stimulus package, will substantially cut back on the wasteful
expenditure of the UPP government. We have already identified over $200 million of unproductive expenditure that will be
cut in a first round of measures.
None of these measures will result in job losses.
Key among these cuts will be:
• A reduction of operational
costs of a number of
ministries which have seen
increases under the UPP
administration in excess of
100%.
Such increases, totally out of
line with increases in inflation
or justifiable increases
of legitimate operational
costs, have clearly under
the UPP, become a
mechanism for abuse
• Significantly reduce
excessive and unnecessary
overseas travel by
ministers of government
• Significantly reduce the
number of government
vehicles. With the exception
of the Prime Minister, no
ALP minister will be provided
with a vehicle which is
paid for by the tax payer
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Fighting Crime Effectively

Providing
Security
UPP Created
Environment
of Insecurity

In May 2005, the
UPP decapitated the
Police Force removing
the Commissioner
together with his
Deputies and Assistant
Commissioners
from their posts and
replacing them with
less experienced
officers.

This created an environment of
insecurity throughout the country.
Criminal activities including, but not
limited to murders, rapes, burglary,
thieving, kidnapping, and physical assaults escalated rapidly. The
public lost all confidence in the UPP
government to effectively address
the problem and to find solutions.
As crime worsened, the UPP outsourced the management of the
Police Force to four retired former
Canadian police officers and one
retired former British police officer.
Three of them have since resigned
and at least two of them have
stated unequivocally that the UPP
government is incompetent and
has little interest in providing the
Police with the tools to do their job.
Since the arrival of the Canadian
retirees in February 2008, serious
crime has virtually doubled and in
some cases quadrupled. Murders
are averaging over one per month,
while rapes, armed robbery, breakins, shootings and other criminal
activities remain unsolved.
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The adjacent tables show the
alarming extent of the breakdown
in the administration and management of the Police Force. Many
studies have been commissioned
with the latest being carried out by
a Canadian Consultant. His report
entitled the Breau Report, although
publicly accepted by the UPP government is yet to be implemented.

Reported Cases of Robbery
2004 - 2007
2004

78

2005
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2006
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2007
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The ALP has mapped a plan for
dealing with crime comprehensively
and immediately as follows:

Rape/Sexual Assault
2004 - 2007

Improved policing
• Motivational and professional
training for the police and the
development of a plan for
promotions and succession to
the level of Commissioner

41

2004

51

2005
2006

• Better compensation for the
police including better pay,
access to land and mortgages
to build homes, and insurance
for high-risk operations
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Gun Crimes
2004 - 2007

officers to patrol communities

• Recruitment of at least two

hundred more police officers
to increase police presence
especially in certain crime “hot
spots” where mobile police
stations should be located
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0
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05

10

• Establishment of communityrelations policing in which
the police will work closely
with communities through
their various groups
• Re-deployment of police

15

2004

ALP’s Plan to
Fight Crime
Comprehensively

15
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• Provision of more resources
to the police force to include
on-going training, more
transportation, modern
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telecommunications, surveillance
and other equipment.
• Deployment of police in the
daytime on beaches throughout
the country, and the deployment
of units of the special forces
between midnight and 6.30 am
at hotel resorts around the island
• Establish a forensic
crime laboratory
• Establish a computer network
system for the integration and
analysis of crime information.
This intelligence network will
collect, collate and analyse
information from immigration,
customs and excise, the
transport board, the police and
international law enforcement
agencies. This system will
significantly enhance the
Police’s ability to identify and
track criminals and lead to
increased rates of convictions
• Rebuild Brooks Police

• Legislation will be introduced
to increase the penalty for
any crime aggravated by the
possession or use of any firearm

Maintaining
Security

• Introduce modern technology
at ports of entry to detect
whether firearms are concealed
in shipments or in luggage
imported into the country
with stiff penalties for persons
convicted of these offenses

The ALP has long recognised that
the problem of illegal trafficking
in drugs and weapons has been
a contributor to crime throughout
the Caribbean, including Antigua
and Barbuda. We are also aware
that unemployment and poverty
aid drug traffickers in enticing supporters to their trade.

• A compulsory fortnightly
inventory of the weapons in the
armoury of the Police and the
Defence Force will be taken
• Owners of licensed firearms
will be required by law to
prove that their guns remain
in their possession by taking
them for inspection by the
Police every six months

The penalty for rape
will be increased
• The penalty for rape will be
increased, particularly when
such rape is associated with
illegal entry into property

Station as a means of
reducing response times
and easing the pressure on
the Bolans Police Station

• Establish mobile rapid-response
units of well-trained officers who
will be available 24 hours a day
from four geographically separate
locations throughout Antigua

• The penalty for the battery
of spouses or partners
will be increased
• Anti-crime education will
be introduced in schools
• All duties and taxes will

Tougher laws on
illegal firearms
• The ALP strengthened the
Firearms Act in 1986 and again
in 1989. In light of the use
of illegal firearms to commit
robberies and to kill and maim
persons, the time has come to
strengthen the law even more
• Prohibition of weapons of any
kind, including knives, being
taken into schools and the
introduction of legislation to
punish those found with weapons
and knives in public places

be removed from security
equipment imported by
businesses and households

• Installation of CCTV cameras
in St John’s to reduce crime
• Implement a comprehensive
programme for naming of all
streets and affixing a house
number to each property within
Antigua and Barbuda. The
purpose of this programme
is to insure that police and
medical services are able to
accurately identify the location of
individuals requiring assistance

The problem has to be addressed
at both the local and international
levels. Regional and global cooperation is crucial. The ALP will
ensure that Antigua and Barbuda
works closely with other Caribbean countries, the United States,
Canada, the United Kingdom,
France and Holland to rid our
waters of drug traffickers and to
interdict them. Just as we have
given the United States the right
to board ships and arrest drug traffickers in our waters, so we intend
to extend this right to our Caribbean partners.
The ALP has also long favoured
the establishment of a Caribbeanwide Rapid Response Unit that
is well-trained, well-manned and
well-equipped to augment the efforts of our local security forces in
fighting violent crimes, and crimes
such as kidnapping. The ALP is
convinced that, as experience
elsewhere in the Caribbean has
shown, importing foreign police
men is not the answer. Our own
local police, who are part of the
culture of our country, must be adequately trained and given proper
resources to police our country
effectively. The ALP will work with
its Caribbean partners to develop
local and pan-Caribbean machinery for tackling crime and security.
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Prevent

Correcting Failure
The ALP is aware that crime
is bred out of circumstance
and while there are persons
who have psychological
problems that make them
habitual criminals, most
criminal behaviour arises
from deprived conditions
and the absence of parental
and other guidance.
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Therefore, the issue of poverty
and deprivation must be tackled
at the root. The UPP has contributed to the increase in crime
by its policy of dismissing public
servants and its failure to attract
investment to maintain and create employment in the private
sector. Poverty and unemployment have increased. The ALP’s
first task, therefore, is to encourage investment, the expansion
of business and the creation of
new jobs.
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ting Crime

es, Adding Security
Additionally, education and training have to be available to all
including those in deprived areas
for whom the principal escape
from poverty is education. The
ALP will dedicate a major portion
of government expenditure on
education and training across the
board and poor areas will be especially targeted for government
resources.
The ALP accepts that, in many
poor homes, it is not always
possible for working parents to
provide the guidance for their

Recognizing that the Antigua Prison,
as it presently exists, is a training
ground for more criminal activity and
is not equipped to rehabilitate firsttime offenders and to integrate them
into society, the ALP will:
• Construct a new modern
prison facility to ease the
severe overcrowding in the
existing prison which currently
houses far more prisoners
than it was intended to
accommodate and whose
conditions must be improved

children that they would like.
Parents need the support of community organisations. The ALP
government will work with church
groups, sports organisations,
community police and cultural organisations to provide facilities to
utilise the energy of young people
in the creative arts, in sports and
in knowledge-based technology.
The ALP will look particularly to
Youth Organisations, and especially to the National Youth Council, which will be established, to
provide advice on the formulation

• Establish a full-time multi-grade
school in the Prison to upgrade
the skills of inmates who lack
basic qualifications to find a job
• Assess the skills of inmates
and utilize these abilities to
teach other inmates appropriate
skills. Inmates participating as
mentors will receive a stipend
to purchase approved personal
items and accumulate savings
to be paid at time of release
• Courts will be urged to increase
the use of non-custodial

of appropriate programmes.
Drugs
have,
unfortunately,
become part of the culture of
deprivation and lack of education and training. Youths, with
little other prospects, have been
enticed into drug trafficking, often becoming users and addicts
themselves. The ALP will introduce a drug-demand reduction
programme through centres that
will be strengthened and professionally manned to rehabilitate
patients and return them to a
productive life.

sentences for convicted persons
who have no record of violent
crime or behaviour. Sentences
should include engagement
on community projects
• Strict measures will be enforced
to prevent the abuse of inmates
• Work will be done with
Churches and other groups for
adequate counselling services
to assist inmates to prepare
themselves to return to society
as reformed, productive citizens
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Making
Tourism
Work
for the
PEOPLE

Our diverse tourism sector,
which was built during the
ALP administration, remains
the principal engine for
growth and is the largest
private sector source of
employment. Consisting of
world renowned boutique
hotel properties, such as
Jumby Bay, Carlisle Bay and
Curtain Bluff, these properties
have been identified as among
the top 25 hotels in the world.
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Redcliffe
and Heritage
Quays to be
Expanded
The Redcliffe and Heritage Quay
projects, vehemently opposed by
the UPP, but conceptualised and
developed under the ALP, stand as a
testament to the vision of the ALP’s
leadership. At the time of construction, the Cruise Tourism Sector was
in its infancy. In just twenty short
years, this sector was responsible for
bringing more than 672,000 tourists
to Antigua and Barbuda.
Projected to increase to approximately 1 million passengers within
a few years, the ALP will invest and
substantially expand the Redcliffe
and Heritage Quay developments,
as a means of ensuring that greater
economic benefit is derived by all.
In seeking to ensure that the economy of Antigua and Barbuda benefits
to a greater degree from the Cruise
Sector, the ALP will adopt as a major
public sector programme, the establishment of a Home Port Facility in St.
John’s. The benefits of Home porting
mean that Antigua and Barbuda will
provide cruise ship lines with the ability to take on new passengers and
crew in St. John’s.
It is anticipated that of the 672,000
persons now visiting Antigua and Barbuda via cruise ships during the winter season, approximately 300,000 of
these persons could be converted to
stay over tourists. Additional benefits
include the provisioning of ships and
bunkering, both of which promise
to make major contributions to the
economy in terms of jobs and new
business opportunities.

Government Failed to Attract
New Hotels: Gave Away Royal
Antiguan to Political Investors
The success of the ALP’s vision
for the development of our tourism
sector is evident to all; so too are
the failures of the UPP. Promising
substantial expansion of the sector
in the construction of new hotels,
the UPP has not been able to attract a single investor to this sector.
It is a fact that the developments
for which the UPP would like to lay
claim, were all started during the last
ALP administration. These projects
include the La Perla Non Such Bay
project, the Mediterranean Village
expansion of the Sandals Hotel, the
Hodges Bay Club expansion and
the Veranda Hotel.
There are many questions that the
UPP Government must answer

in regard to the sale of the Royal
Antiguan Resort. The tax payers of
Antigua and Barbuda invested over
$100 million in the hotel, but the
UPP sold it to political cronies and
campaign financers for only $12
million.
Remaining closed after five years
in government, this property, along
with the Half Moon Bay Resort, and
the La Perla - Perns Point Resort, is
at a standstill.
Recognising the need to be proactive and progressive in competing
in an international arena for investment, the ALP has always adopted
an investor friendly, “Development
by Invitation” approach.

Other Caribbean Countries
Benefitted While UPP Failed
The failure of the UPP to attract
new hotel investment is evident
when compared with our competitors within the Caribbean. Losing
market share to islands such as St
Lucia and St Kitts; these islands
have attracted substantial new hotel investments that include:
• St. Lucia Fond Bay Resort – a
420 unit mixed use resort costing
approximately US$550 million
• St. Lucia Troumassee
Resort – a 1,000 mixed
unit - mixed use resort
• St. Kitts Peninsular Resort, a
three-hotel, US$600 million
development to be constructed
on 2,700 acres. The project will
consist of over 2,000 units

Our competitors successes, stand
as a damming indictment to the
failures of the UPP and their policies. The cost of these failures is
the employment prospects of our
people; the ongoing development
of our nation; raising poverty and
violent crime; and our children’s
future.
However, Antigua and Barbuda,
blessed with unparalleled beaches,
remains an attractive and desirable destination. These natural attributes however, must be coupled
to an experienced leadership, with
a vision to chart a course through
turbulent times. That leadership
is Team Labour.
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ALP’s Plan for Tourism Sector:
Immediate Investment
Realising that our country requires
an immediate stimulus package,
and in consideration of the wasteful
expenditure of hundreds of millions
of tax dollars, extorted by the outgoing UPP government, the ALP
will adopt policies to fast track new
investment in our tourism sector. In
this regard we will actively pursue
investments to ensure that the total
stock of hotel rooms increase to
7,000 units within 10 years. As part
of this strategy we will:

New Hotel Projects
• Partner with developers to
reconstruct the Half Moon
Bay Resort and Golf Club
• Fast Track the 550 acre St.
Regis Azure Bay Resort
(Seaforth) project which was
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first approved under the ALP
but was stalled under the UPP
• Remove the layers of
bureaucracy that the UPP
has created that substantially
delay the approval process
for new developers
• Work in conjunction with
developers to address
the issue of obtaining
financing for developments
in Antigua and Barbuda

Cruise Ship Home Port
to be Established
• Develop Cruise Ship Home
Port capacity in St John’s
• Expand the Heritage Quay
shopping complex along
the Point Warf area to better
facilitate cruise tourism
and ensure that St John’s
remains a vibrant tourism
and entertainment location

• Partner with developers for the
construction of a modern and
efficient arrivals and departure
terminal at the V.C. Bird
International Airport and expand
the parking apron to handle
increased peak time capacity
• Construct a new
airport in Barbuda
• Provide incentives to hotels for
the development of alternative
energy resources that will
reduce operating costs and
demand for electricity
• Ensure that a special
function of monitoring
and maintaining industry
standards is established within
the Ministry of Tourism
• Ensure that greater emphasis
is placed on the delivery of
“quality customer service”
as part of all programmes at
the Hotel Training School
• Work in conjunction with
stake holders to effectively
market Antigua and Barbuda,
and attract additional
tourists to our country
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Making the Yachting Sector Plain Sailing
Antigua and Barbuda used to be the
preferred Caribbean destination for
many of the world’s most luxurious
yachts. The yachting season opens
with the Antigua Charter Yacht
Show, and culminates in the Classic Yacht Regatta and Sailing Week.
These events are among the world’s
most popular sailing events of their
type, and attract contestants from
around the world. Responsible for
only 25,000 visitor arrivals per annum and lasting only six months,
the sector is estimated to contribute
over $100 million to our economy.
Increased competition for this
lucrative market requires urgent
attention. St Martin, St Barts and
others have been openly competing
directly with Antigua and Barbuda.
These events, occurring under the
nose of the UPP, have placed our
industry in dire jeopardy.
Rising crime in the English Harbour
and Falmouth areas – not tackled by
the UPP until the murder of an Australian Captain of a Yacht in January
– has exacerbated the difficulties
that the Yachting Sector faces.
The Antigua Labour Party recognises that if Antigua and Barbuda
loses its premier position in the
Yachting world, not only will the
economy suffer but many Antiguans
and Barbudans will lose small businesses that service the industry
and many others will lose their
jobs. Consequently, the ALP is determined to improve conditions for
Yachting Sector so as to maintain
and improve Antigua and Barbuda’s
standing. Therefore, the ALP will:
• Enact legislation to make the
English Harbour and Falmouth
Harbour area a duty free zone
for the servicing of the yachting
industry

Following procedures already
established for the airline
industry, where passenger lists
are forwarded to customs and
immigration prior to arrival,
a similar scheme will be
implemented for the yachting
industry.
This system will allow captains
to electronically forward crew
and passenger manifests for
pre-approval, with verification
occurring at the time of berthing
• Enact legislation that would
require marinas to implement
international safety standards
that include marine based
EMS, fire fighting services and
liability insurance. In support of
this effort, the government will
supplement such support via the
coast guard and land based EMS
• Investigate the mechanics for
the establishment of marine
parks with proper moorings for
the protection of our reefs and
for the improvement of safety

• Strengthen the capability
of the coast guard to patrol
and protect our borders and
ensure the safety and security
of the yachting sector
• Establish in partnership with
private sector operators a dry
dock repair facility for yachts
up to 2,000 metric tonnes, as
a means of providing added
services to the yachting
sector and for the provision
of skilled job opportunities for
Antiguans and Barbudans
• Provide enhanced “beat policing”
of the English Harbour and
Falmouth areas by a combination
of pairs of policemen on shifts
for 24 hour coverage, supported
by a trained rapid-response
unit on constant mobile patrol
• Spend money on the promotion
of Antigua Sailing Week
worldwide and the enhancement
of the programme in Antigua
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Developing

Barbuda
The Antigua Labour
Party remains
committed to the
development of
Barbuda. The needs
of our sister island
are significant. Long
on promises but short
on delivery, the UPP’s
promised investment
into Barbuda to upgrade
local infrastructure
and generate
new investment
and employment
opportunities were not
delivered.

The ALP recognises that the
tourism sector in Barbuda
continues to face difficulties.
The lack of a proper airport,
sea port, roads and utilities
supply mean that cost of operations is significantly higher than in
Antigua.
These issues are further compounded when the fact of the
imminent closure of sand mining
in Barbuda is taken into account.
Providing employment for Barbudans and operating as the Council’s largest source of revenue,
particular emphasis must be given
by the Labour Government to
Barbuda’s economic and developmental needs.
The ALP Government will therefore
work closely with the Barbuda
Council to:
• Construct a new airport

• Upgrade
River Dock
• Mark reefs to
improve safety and
encourage greater
recreational yachting
• Construct a polyclinic to
provide better primary and
secondary health care services
• Improve the roads in Barbuda
• Relocate and upgrade electricity
generation and distribution
• Provide incentives for
businesses and home owners
to make greater use of
renewable energy sources
• Attract new foreign investment
• Construct a senior citizen’s
recreational centre
• Expand the School Meal
programme to include Barbuda
• In recognition of the need to
improve economic and social
linkages between Antigua
and Barbuda, the ALP will
institute a scheduled Ro-Ro
(roll-on roll-off) ferry service,
subsidised by the Government
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A Modern and Efficient

Public Service
The Antigua Labour Party
acknowledges the significant contribution made to
the country by our public
sector workers.
Often working under
adverse conditions and
invariably poorly paid,
the ALP realises that the
needs of the approximately 14,000 public sector
workers require urgent attention, particularly if they
are to deliver the firstclass service and attention
that the public expects.

Immediate Cost-ofliving Allowance
Immediately upon election to office,
the ALP will implement a Cost of
Living Allowance (COLA) for public
sector workers and pensioners.
The system will provide an additional payment to public workers
every three months of an amount
equal to the increase of the Consumer Price Index (the measure
by which the change in consumer
goods and services are calculated),
for the commensurate period. This
periodic payment will allow public
workers to better handle increasing
prices of food staples and allow
them to manage their food costs.

Land and Housing for Public Servants
Further, as a short term measure
and as a means of mitigating the
high cost of living that has arisen
due to the UPP’s failures to effectively manage the economy,
the ALP will institute the following
programme:
• Public sector employees will
be provided with fair and

equal access to the public
housing programme to be
initiated by the ALP (see,
Public Housing section)
• First time home owners from
the Public sector will also
be granted concessionary
access to government lands
for owner occupied homes

Training and Scholarships to
Upgrade Public Service Skills
The ALP recognises that our country
exists in a highly-changing world
and if our public servants are to
match their counterparts from other
countries with whom we compete,
international trade and financial institutions such as the IMF and the
WTO with whom they must deal,
and with private sector organisations
with which they must negotiate, it is
essential that their skills, knowledge
and training be upgraded. In this

connection, the ALP will:
• Provide opportunities for retraining
and improvement in work related
skills via the Technical and
Vocational School, the University
of Antigua and Barbuda and the
University of the West Indies.
Additionally, scholarships will
be made available for postgraduate studies in fields
essential to government’s work

No Political Interference
The ALP will ensure that there
is no political interference in a
public service which it wants
to be well-trained and impartial
and which delivers high-quality
service to the public and sound
advice to Ministers. Therefore,
the Public Service Commission
will be made-up of persons of

high repute and considerable
experience. They will be required
to draw-up a Human Resource
Development Policy for training and a Succession policy for
promotions. The Public Service
Commission will also be provided
with the financial resources to do
its job.
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Empowering
Our Youth
Recognising their Ability and Potential
Young people are the
future of our country.
Those who are in
authority or decisionmaking positions today
are the guardians of the
world that our young
people will shortly
inherit. It is the young
people who will have to
cope with the legacy of
the present leaders in
all walks of our society.
The ALP firmly believes
that, since young
people must manage
the future environment,
they should be a given
a voice in the way that
future environment
is being structured
today. In other words,
they should not simply
be invited to continue
playing a game in
whose rules they have
no say.
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The ALP favours an approach to
youth development that takes
account of their rights as well as
their obligations. In other words,
in the treatment of young people, it
should not only be a matter of what
obligations they have to society,
but also what rights they should
have in society.
We are of the view that policy
makers in government, the private
sector, the trade union movement
and the churches must clear simply their minds of the idea that
young people are problems to be
addressed. Instead they must
embrace the fact that, like all
others sections of society, young
people have a right to sustainable livelihoods; they have a right
to advocate their needs, desires,
fears and opinions; and they must
be accorded appropriate and adequate opportunities to fulfil their
ambitions.
This requires the formulation of a
strategic youth development plan
with a clear vision, definable and
attainable goals and objectives.
Importantly, it also requires the full
and active participation of the young
people themselves. The vision and
goals of this strategic plan must be
aligned to the broader national de-
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velopment goals. In other words,
the national social and economic
plans must take the views of young
people fully into account. Youth
development, therefore, must be
linked to tourism, to agriculture, to
financial services, to education and
curriculum development, to combating drug trafficking and fighting
crime, and to health services.

Re-introduction of the
Land for Youth Scheme
The ALP will re-introduce the Land
for Youth Scheme. We recognise
that in addition to giving young
people the right to be involved in
national decision making and the
obligation to help implement decisions, they must also be given a
firm connection to the welfare of
the nation.
Land ownership empowers them in
their own country and strengthens
their feeling of belonging. With
a sense of belonging comes the
instinct for protection and development – they will be better citizens

and the society as a whole will
benefit from their better citizenship.
Ownership of land will also provide
them with basic collateral from
which they can advance themselves economically.
The ALP acknowledges that a
number of persons have paid deposits in relations to land under the
programme and deserve title. The
ALP will on assuming office ensure
that interest is paid on deposited
sums and process all outstanding
applications and where appropriate award title.

University of Antigua and
Barbuda to be Introduced
Increasing competition within the
region and the need to find new
avenues for the development of our
country, demands that our economy finds new ways of innovation.
Many developing economies have
demonstrated that a society that invests in the educational needs of its
youth, is more likely to prosper than
those who do not.
The ALP, in acknowledgment of the
need of our country to develop new
industries that can compete internationally, especially in the arena of
intellectual property rights (software
etc) must provide greater access to
quality education.
The ALP is committed to the provision of opportunities of advance-

ment and empowerment through
education.
As part of this commitment the ALP
will establish the University of Antigua and Barbuda (UAB) as a means
of ensuring affordable access to
higher education for our youth.
It is anticipated that amongst
others the university will specialise in information technology,
software development, business
administration, economics, communications, foreign languages,
medicine, marketing and hotel
management.
The number of scholarships available both at UAB and international
universities will be substantially
expanded.
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$2,000 for
Youth Enterprise Fund
network of public and private supA Youth Enterprise Fund will be
Every Newport groups, that will mentor young
established as a means of encourpersons through the start up and
aging young persons to start their
born Baby:
establishments phases of their
businesses. With access to
Fund Payable own
businesses.
soft loans of up to $50,000, young
persons will be encouraged to parat age 18
The purpose of this programme is
ticipate in the development of the
The Antigua Labour Party recognises that when young people reach the age of 18 it is time
for them to branch out on their
own. But, often their parents
lack the means to give them the
head start they need to further
their education at University or
to start a small business, or to
buy a piece of land on which to
build a home eventually.
Therefore, immediately upon
assuming office, the ALP will do
the following:
• Establish a fund into which
$2,000 will be placed in
the name of every newborn child. The fund will
be administered by an
independent statutory board
to earn steady interest from
investments.
Its proceeds will be prohibited
from use for any purpose
other than to pay the accrued
sum plus interest to the
named beneficiary at the age
of 18.
In this way, every qualifying
child born in Antigua and
Barbuda will have access
to a sum of money to
give him or her a head
start at the age of 18
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nation.
The entrepreneurship of our young
people will be supported through a

to ensure that our youth develop
the business skills that will help the
economy develop and provide opportunities for employment.

An Effective National Youth Council
The ALP has an ambitious plan
for Youth Development and for the
participation of Youth in National
Development. At the apex of this
plan is a National Youth Council
(NYC) which will comprise young
people drawn from all walks of
society.
The Council will comprise ten
young people who will be paid
a monthly fee for serving on the
Council. Four members of the
Council will be nominated by youth
groups from across the nation, four
will be appointed by the private
sector organisations from amongst
their various businesses, and two
will be appointed by the civic bodies in Antigua.
The members of the Council will
then appoint the Chairman from
amongst themselves. The government, in addition to paying a
monthly fee to the members of
the Council, will fund the cost of
a Secretariat to serve the Council.
The Council’s task will be to:
• Meet the full Cabinet on
a regular basis to engage
in meaningful dialogue on

the developments in the
nation, including issues
related to the economy, the
environment, combating
crime, and drug addiction
• Devise programmes and
projects for youth engagement
in sports, culture including the
creative arts, the curriculum
for education and training,
and community relations
• Select two of their members
to serve on the National
Economic and Social Council
which the government
will establish comprising
representatives of the
government, the trade unions,
the private sector organisation
and other civic groups
• Ensure that the goals
and objectives of Youth
involvement in development
are translated into action
By the formation of the NYC and
its terms of reference, the ALP will
give the Youth the right of full involvement in national development
and the obligation to help implement it.
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Youth Skills Programme
Not all of our young people have
come through the school system
as high academic achievers; their
talents and proficiency may lie
elsewhere and in ways that the
school system does not allow to
blossom. Identifying the deficiencies of the system and proposing
ways to improve it will be one of
the tasks of the National Youth
Council. But, as of now, there
is a body of young people in our
society who are unqualified and
untrained for effective participa-

tion in our country’s economic
life. They must not be left behind.
Consequently, the ALP will
reestablish the Youth Skills
Programme under which unemployed young people who are interested in being trained for work
will be registered with the Tomlinson’s Training School, the Hotel
Training School and the Institute
of Technology. Each student will
be paid a stipend to assist with
their cost from day-to-day. Young

people will be trained at each or
all of these schools depending on
whether they want multi-disciplinary or specialised training.
The Programme will also work
with the private sector through
their various associations and a
list of their employment needs
will be maintained and updated.
Once trained, young people will
be placed in private sector operations whose job requirements
match their skills.
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Caring for the
Most Vulnerable
in our Society
ALP Programme for the Elderly
Elderly persons who have spent a
life time contributing to the development of our nation must be provided
for in their retirement. In this regard
we must seek to build capacity
within our public and private social
security systems to ensure that
all retired persons can continue to
maintain their economic independence. The ALP will:
• Implement a Cost of Living
Allowance (COLA) for pensioners.
The system will provide an
additional payment to pensioners
every three months of an
amount equal to the increase
of the Consumer Price Index
(the measure by which the
change in consumer goods
and services are calculated),
for the commensurate period
• Establish community day care
centres, linked to health care
centres, to promote social

opportunities, entertainment
and nursing attention
• Enact legislation ensuring that
public sector workers who, having
attained pensionable age and
who having contributed to the
social security system for at least
10 years prior to retirement, will
receive a minimum pension that is
more in tune with the cost of living
• Re-introduce the home care
programme to improve the
quality of life for senior
• Enact legislation to grant
qualified retired persons over
the age of 70 an entitlement to
a 50% discount on electricity
and water bills, and free utilities
to persons over the age of 80
• Legislation will be implemented
to make it illegal for Ministers
of government to delay or
deny the payment of pensions
to any person so entitled

all contributed to children beSingle Mothers have
ing left unattended by their mothers
work hours and absentee fathers,

The ALP recognises that single
mothers face a number of difficulties in providing for their children.
High taxes, increases in the cost
of living, lower pay, increased
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while they pursue the means to support their families. Such absences
can leave some children vulnerable
to abuse, and delinquency. In recognition of these matters, the ALP will
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Continuing the Education of Teenagers
It is a disquieting reality that the incidences of teenage pregnancy have
substantially increased. Historically
where young girls have become
pregnant many have been forced to
leave school and in most cases this
has meant an end to formal education. As a means of addressing this
problem the Antigua Labour Party
in conjunction with civil society will
embark on a programme of educating teenagers of the importance of
continuing their education.

men to actively participate in their
child’s development. We will implement the following programme:

We will work in conjunction with civil
society to promote the objective of
planned parentage as a part of a
stable relationship and encourage

• The ALP is aware that girls who
become pregnant might be
forced to leave school and that
pregnancy has usually meant

• Pursue a policy that guarantees
continued access to schooling for
girls that become pregnant while
still at school as part of our No
Child Left Behind commitment
to universal education
• Where relatives are unable to care
for the baby, the government will
guarantee attendance at a crèche

the end of formal education and
thus limiting their opportunity
Therefore, the ALP will put a
programme of counselling and
advice in place to help such girls
not drop out of the system
But, even as the ALP will put this
necessary programme in place,
we know that it is best for teenage
girls not to become pregnant at all.
Therefore, the ALP will:
• Introduce a programme
of education in secondary
schools and via public media to
educate young people against
pregnancies outside of marriage

The Physically Challenged
Persons with special challenges, including (gifted children, persons with
a disability, and senior citizens) are
distinct groups whose needs, capacities and aspirations require special
attention. It is for this reason that the
Antigua Labour Party will take decisive action to address their needs and
concerns.
The UPP promised to address the
needs of the physically challenged
at the 2004 general elections. It was
another of their empty promises. At
the last minute, the UPP said that
they would deal with the concerns
of the physically challenged not from
the Government Treasury but with
money promised by Hugo Chavez
of Venezuela. But, the needs of our

implement a joined-up policy across
all Ministries and Departments to pay
special attention to the circumstances of single-mothers. The ALP will:
• Establish properly staffed and
managed crèches around
the country at which single

physically challenged should be guaranteed by payments from our own
Treasury. Promises made by foreign
sources cannot be guaranteed.
The ALP commitment to the transformation of the life of vulnerable
people of our society is the implementation of a process to move our
society in a conscious departure
from the ethos of charity towards
a human rights and development
approach to addressing issues of
social transformation. Whereas
humanitarian and welfare intervention cannot be ruled out in specific
and severe cases such as natural
disasters, a human rights approach
will govern how the State deals with
persons who have a disability.

mothers can safely leave
their young children.
• Give tax credit to businesses
that provide managed child care
facilities for their employees.
• Initiate a programme of
training and adult education

Therefore the ALP will:
• Open opportunities for
employment of persons with
disabilities across the spectrum
of government ministries
• Adopt legislation making it illegal for
any disabled person to be denied
a job that they can evidently do
• Sign the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities
• Pay special attention to the
communication needs of persons
who are deaf or hard of hearing,
and devise plans to provide hearing
aids and other means to those
who cannot afford the medical
attention and the equipment

targeted to single mothers
so that they can improve
their literacy and knowledge
and secure better jobs.
• Put in place a programme to find
single mothers employment tied
to training and adult education.
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The ALP’s Commitment to

Social Services
Education

Antigua and Barbuda’s principal
resource is the skills of its people.
We are committed to universal
school education. As such we will
conduct a comprehensive review of
our education programs from preschool, kindergarten, primary, secondary, technical and vocational institutions. Adopting a “no child left
behind” approach to the education
of our children, and universal education, the Antigua Labour Party
realises that it is through empowerment that the ideal of an equitable
society is achieved.
The ALP will therefore implement
the following programme:
• There will be major education
reform through the improvement
and expansion of school
facilities, training of teachers,
improved wages and conditions
for teachers, reduction of
class sizes, and the creation
of a Teachers Service
Commission responsible
for recruitment, standards
and conditions of service
pg. 42

• The University of Antigua and
Barbuda will be established
incorporating, amongst others:
a Teachers Training College;
a Nurses Training College;
a College for Public Service
Administration; a Hotel and
Hospitality Training College;
the Antigua and Barbuda
Information Technology
School, and a campus territory
for degrees offered by the
University of the West Indies.
The University will be open to
students from neighbouring
territories in addition to
Antigua and Barbuda
• Through the establishment of
the University of Antigua and
Barbuda, the cost of tertiary
education for students and
their parents in Antigua and
Barbuda and neighbouring
countries will be significantly
reduced or eliminated
• The private sector is effectively
managing pre-school education,
but where such pre-schools
can demonstrate that they
have pupils whose parents fall
below a sustainable income
level, government will subsidise
the cost of such pupils so that
all children reaching primary
school have a rudimentary
capacity to read and write
• Primary and Secondary Schools
will be expanded to establish
more classrooms and to reduce
the size of classes to 20

• Teacher Assistants will
be introduced not only to
allow teachers to give more
individual attention to pupils,
but also to give practical
training to teacher assistants
• The teaching of mathematics,
science and English will
be improved throughout
the school system
• The use of computers will be
introduced in both primary and
secondary schools. Computer
training will become part of
primary school education from
the age of 9. All schools will
be connected to the Internet
for research projects with the
necessary restrictions placed
on inappropriate adult sites
• Regular monitoring of children
in all schools from the age of
6 to 15 will be introduced to
detect any learning difficulties
or special needs so as to
overcome them and ensure
such children a full education
• Private primary and secondary
schools will be encouraged
and government will provide
assistance to such schools in
consultation with their Boards
• Schools curriculum will
be revamped to make
education and training
relevant to the employment
needs of the economy
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• Training will be provided in
management practices for
head teachers and other
administrative staff and they
will be held accountable for
the performance of schools
• School leaving age will be
raised to 18. The Antigua
State College will be expanded
and better resourced to
cater for an increased intake,
and a vocational school,
including apprenticeship
programmes, tied to actual
job requirements in the private
sector will be created

• The use of the Education
Levy will be focussed on
providing students with
higher education; it will not
be used for buildings or other
costs which should fall to the
account of the government
• Two new secondary schools
will be built in strategic areas
of Antigua to shorten the
length of travel for students
and to help reduce the number
of students in classrooms
in existing schools
• Tackle violence in schools by
placing special constables

in each primary school
who will be trained to deal
with youth violence
• Institute a system of school
councillors in each secondary
school to work with individuals
and groups of youth to
stay away from anti-social
behaviour and to use their
energies and creativity in
a constructive manner
• Encourage greater parent and
community involvement in the
operation of schools and the
maintenance of standards

The School Meals and Uniform Grant Programme
The UPP places great emphasis on
its Schools Meals and its Uniform
Grant programme and claims that
these are necessary as a means of
poverty mitigation.

provide meals at rates comparable
with most restaurants, the school
meal programme is clearly another
opportunity for waste and theft
within government.

The ALP recognises that due to
the failures of the UPP administration in managing the economy,
and due to the significant increase in the cost of living which
is compounded by high taxes; it
was reported that over 14,000
Antiguans and Barbudans are living in poverty. Reportedly, 6,000
persons could not afford the
$6.00 per day minimum required
for a basic meal. That Antiguans
and Barbudans find themselves
in this position is as a direct result of the UPP’s policies.

According to published reports by
the government, over $7.2 million
is spent on salaries and wages
alone within the School Meal
programme. With administration
costs accounting for over 67% of
the programme’s cost, and with a
recent report stating that once fully
implemented, the programme’s
costs could exceed $50 million,
how is the tax payer expected to
afford this programme?

The ALP appreciates that many
parents have come to depend on
these programmes and the ALP will
keep the programme in place until
the structure of the programme is
re-examined and its cost to the tax
payer reduced.
As part of this review the ALP will
examine the possibility of decentralising the preparation of meals
as a means of job creation and as
a mechanism of lowing production
costs. In addition to this we will
on assuming office make sure that
the programme is completely free
to all students.

Actual school meal

Charge to the tax payer: $27.87

The School Meal program costs
over $12 million dollars per annum. The cost to the tax payer
for each and every meal under
the UPP’s School Meal Program
is approximately $27.87 per day.
At such a high cost, offering no
economies of scale, and unable to
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The ALP prior to the 2004 Health Care
election commissioned the
construction of the Mount PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HEALTH CARE
now diagnosed in stage 1
St John’s Medical Centre as The ALP pioneered a programme
and 2 where the cure rate is
of building polyclinics in a number
part of our commitment
greater than 90%. There is
of parishes as a means of improvto the ideal that access ing primary and secondary health
no reason why that should
to quality medical health care services. We remain commitnot be the same in Antigua
care is a fundamental ted to this programme and we will
and Barbuda. The ALP will
implement a programme to
right of all Antiguans and increase the number of clinics to
detect and treat breast cancer
ensure
adequate
primary
and
secBarbudans. Inheriting
in stage 1 where survival
a modern hospital that ondary health care across Antigua
rates are extremely high.
and Barbuda.
was almost completed,
the UPP shut down the All clinics will be staffed with full- 2. Colon Cancer – Deaths
from colon cancer will
project for over three time medical personnel and we
be reduced to negligible
years while hospital care will define very clearly the levels of
amounts by ensuring proper
at Holberton deteriorated primary care for which these clineducation, channelled
ics will be responsible. Services
to horrific levels. Wasting
through both public and
beyond primary care and services
private care, to ensure that
10’s of millions of dollars requiring medical investigation
the NIA recommendations
on a failed attempt to such as blood tests and imagfor screening is adopted
rehabilitate Holberton, the ing studies, will be expeditiously
UPP in pre-election gesture, referred to the central clinic sys- 3. Prostate Cancer – While
prostate cancer cannot
rushed the Mount St John’s tem at MSJ hospital which was
be prevented, with the
to accommodate such
Hospital to completion. designed
implementation of widespread
referrals.
Protocols will be established to
govern and empower a Medical
Education Division (MED), in the
Ministry of Health and charged
with specific responsibility for
educating the public on key health
and service areas. Their immediate mandate will include among
others, the following:
1. Breast cancer – Currently
most breast cancer cases
(90%) are diagnosed in
the late stages i.e. 3 and 4
where the mortality rates
are extremely high. This is
exactly the situation that
existed in the United States
in the sixties. Today in
the US, 90% of cases are
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education and early detection
programmes, the vast majority
of cases can be diagnosed
in the early stages where it
is almost 100% curable.
4. Hypertension and Diabetes
– Although most patients
currently have widespread
access to care and although
Medical Benefits provides
drugs to beneficiaries at no
charge, it is well known that
a large percentage of the
hypertension and diabetes
cases in Antigua and Barbuda
are still not well controlled.
Through the Medical
Education Division working
in tandem with polyclinics
and private physicians,
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the division will introduce
a programme in which
diabetics and hypertensive’s
in Antigua and Barbuda are
much more tightly controlled.
This will significantly reduce
the number of cases of
motability and mortality
related to hypertension
and ultimately realise
significant savings in our
health care budget.
5. Obesity – The Medical
Education Division will also
be required to launch a
campaign on obesity starting
from infancy throughout the
school years. For those who
are already obese and who
have tried unsuccessfully to
lose weight, access will be
ensured to bariatric surgery
which has been shown to
decrease heart disease,
hypertension and diabetes
and increase life span.
6. Smoking – The Antigua
Labour Party is committed
to reducing the harmful
effects of smoking on the
population. We recognize the
right to free choice insofar
as such exercise of free
choice by individuals does
not negatively impact on the
rights of others. Accordingly,
we will pass legislation to
eliminate cigarette smoking
in government buildings
as well as some public
buildings. The Medical
Education Division will
have the responsibility
for public outreach via all
available media to provide
education on the harmful
effects of smoking.

tertiary HEALTH CARE
The MSJ Medical Centre is a shining
example of the proud commitment of
the Antigua Labour Party to raising
the living standards of all Antiguans
and Barbudans by securing for them
the very best available services in all
areas.
From the outset the Mount St John
Medical Centre was designed to be;
1. A state of the art hospital
providing first class health care
to all Antiguans and Barbudans
2. A regional referral centre
capturing referrals from the
surrounding islands especially
in areas such as advance
laparoscopic surgery and
bariatric surgery; specialities
in which our surgeons have
already claimed pioneering roles
3. A highly connected first
world institution which would
capitalise on the health tourism
market, targeting US and EU
patients who already travel to
places such as Mexico and
as far away as Malaysia for
more affordable health care
When the UPP took office in March
2004 – five years ago - the project
was near completion. The internal
finishing had started; the equipment
package was completely specified
and some items had already been
purchased; transitional legislation
had been passed; the Board was in
place; a Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Financial Officer were hired;
and an opening date was scheduled
for late 2004.
Regrettably the UPP squandered
valuable time trying to figure out
how to use government to legitimize
their disgraceful opposition ven-

detta against a medical facility that
the people of Antigua and Barbuda
richly deserved.
When the Antigua Labour Party is
elected, whether the MSJ Medical
Centre is fully operational or not, we
will review the existing legislation
and within 90 days, new legislation
will be passed to ensure that MSJ
becomes the state of the art hospital
it was intended to be and guarantee
access for all Antiguans and Barbudans. The ALP is committed to
ensure that both public and private
care is available at MSJ.
We are also committed to ensure
that everyone will have access to all
services at MSJ regardless of their
financial situation. There will be no
selectivity of services as proposed
by the UPP. Nor will there be any
agonizing disputes over coverage
for non-standard treatment.
Telemedicine was always a key
component of the MSJ services. As
such and within the first 90 days,
we will ensure that arrangements for
telemedicine is finalized particularly
in the areas of radiology, pathology
and teleconferencing.
All great hospitals provide comprehensive care but usually are known
for a specialty. MSJ will be no different in this regard. In addition to
a comprehensive list of services, our
goal is to develop MSJ into a premier laparoscopic surgical centre of
excellence in the Caribbean, by partnering with already secured partners
in academia and industry.
It was always the intention that after
MSJ was up and running we would
move to a Phase 2 of the develop-
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ment. This move will begin as soon
we take office and include plans for:
• A state of the art radio therapy
unit with a modern linear
accelerator for the treatment of
cancer which we expect to open
24 months after taking office
• A cardiac diagnostic and
catheterization unit which
will enable cardiac stenting
to be completed before
the end of the term
Talks are already in progress with US
and Indian interests to develop the
new frontier of surgery in Antigua at
MSJ Medical Center – NOTES – Natural Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic
Surgery which is totally incisionless.
Talks had begun with consultants
back in 2004 regarding JCAHO - the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations
- and the ALP commits that it will
move to secure JCAHO accreditation
within three years.
The ALP has a number of options
and will ensure that a relationship
is developed with one or more US
University Hospitals which will provide the backup for tele-pathology,
tele-radiology and teleconferencing.
In addition MSJ will benefit from their
residents in training rotating through
MSJ and they will provide assistance
to set up a formal 18 month internship programme at MSJ where our
nationals returning from medical
school and others can be given an
accredited internship.
We will ensure that all workers at Holberton Hospital are given the option
of being severed and rehired by the
MSJ Board when the transition takes
effect.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
All the UPP has done in this
area for the past five years is to
acquire ambulances and park
them. The count has reached
14, but the service continues to
deteriorate.
The impact of the training that
the UPP Health Minister has
been boasting about in the election campaign, remains invisible.
We will increase the number of
appropriately qualified persons
that are required to deliver an efficient emergency medical service, the goal being a response
time of less than seven minutes
in every case.
To do this we will also increase
the level of training to ensure three
levels of technicians as follows:

• Assistant emergency
medical technicians
• Emergency medical technicians
• Paramedics
Each medical team will have one
of each at all times. Emergency
medical personnel will be situated
throughout Antigua and Barbuda
at critical locations, as a means of
ensuring faster response times and
for the improvement in delivery of
critical care. In support of these
efforts medical personnel will also
be given the opportunity to increase their training in the field of
nursing or in the field of medicine,
through guaranteed scholarship in
the AUA Medical School from the
allotment to the government of
Antigua and Barbuda.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
We recognize that health care is a
highly specialized and highly technological field. We also recognize
that nursing is the backbone of any
health care system.
We are therefore committed to
upgrading the nursing school and
arranging formal partnerships
with institutions where graduating

nurses will be able to secure post
graduate training and certification in sub specialties of nursing
such as critical care, emergency
medicine, operating room nursing
and oncology. We will also guarantee a number of spots for nurses
already practicing in the field to
obtain scholarships to AUA Medical School.

MEDICAL BENEFITS
Improvements in diagnostic techniques and equipment have revolutionized the manner in which
medical attention is delivered and
the range of treatments available
to treat diseases and improve
quality of life. The MSJ will be
capable of providing a full range of
services to which the ALP will ensure that all persons have access.
Immediately on assuming office
the ALP will engage consultants

to carry out a study to determine
whether or not a national health
insurance plan, subsidized by the
government, should be available
to Antiguans and Barbudans, or
exist separately, or if such a plan
should be merged with the Medical Benefits Scheme. The object
however, is to ensure that all
persons in Antigua and Barbuda
that require care, are able to access such services at the MSJ
Hospital.
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The Antigua Labour
Party recognises that
there is a significant
deficiency in affordable
housing in Antigua
and Barbuda. This
deficiency can only
be attributed to the
failure of the UPP to
ensure that the most
disadvantaged in
society are provided
with access to lands
and housing that they
can afford.

Public Housing
The wilful and deliberate actions
of the UPP in the dismantling of
the Land for Youth program initiated under the ALP government
is evidence of the UPP’s disregard
for the plight of the people. Compounded by the failure of the UPP
to secure concessionary financing
for persons without equity required
to meet a commercial bank’s lending criteria, means that many persons across the nation are forced
to either rent homes or live in substandard housing. This situation
is neither desirable nor equitable
and is responsible for an economic
and social divide that unless it is
stopped, promises to de-stabilise
our society.

The ALP will therefore:
• Enact programs to ensure that
our Public Servants and our
young people in the private
sector who qualify for assistance
have access to affordable lands
as a means of wealth creation
• Construct a minimum of 350
affordable homes in the first
year of government. This will
increase by a minimum of 50
additional units per year
• Payment for these units by
Public Servants and young
people in the private sector
who qualify for assistance
will be on a lease/purchase
agreement with prices fixed at
a rate that is commensurate
with current rental payments
• Required down payments
will consist of the first and
last month’s rent as per a
normal lease and the period
of loan may be extended
for up to 30 years
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Protecting the
Consumer
Being Fair to
Business

Competitive markets keep businesses sharp. They
force businesses to operate at the lowest costs, encourage continued research and innovation and allow
for the efficient allocation of resources. They therefore
are more likely to generate sustained employment, increased savings, and higher disposable incomes.
Anti-competitive conduct disrupts competitive markets. They represent practices that promote narrow
special interests over those of the entire society.
Therefore, there is a case for regulatory intervention
to eliminate such practices, and restore the necessary
competitiveness of the affected markets.
At the same time, businesses have a right to a fair rate
of return on investment and to set prices that allow
them to do so within a context of fair trading.
In this connection, the ALP will create, by legislation, a
Fair Trading Commission which will:
• Serve as a guardian of consumers’ rights

As business becomes more diverse in
Antigua and Barbuda and more goods
and services are being offered to the
community, it is now necessary to
protect the rights of the public from
unfair practices that result in overpricing, poor service or the sale of
shoddy goods. Equally, there may be
unfair competition by some businesses
which adversely affect others and put
them out of business. An example of this
is a company that under-prices the cost
of goods or services in order to cripple
competitors and monopolise the market
after which it raises its prices to the
detriment of the consumer.
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• Provide public education awareness
• Investigate consumer’s complaints and seek
amicable resolutions where possible
• Monitor any promotional material released
by businesses for false claims
• Promote and maintain competition by investigating
and prohibiting anti-competitive practices and
by informing businesses and consumers about
the importance of effective competition
• Balance the rights of businesses with those
of the consumer in a fair and equitable
manner based on objective facts
• Receive complaints, hold public hearings and
issue directives that will be binding on all parties
By this process, the interest of consumers will be safeguarded, and fair competition will be promoted and
encouraged for the benefit of all.
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Information,
Sport, Culture
and Carnival
Information flow
and freedom of the
media are important
components of
democracy which
the ALP has strongly
upheld and vigorously
promoted.

While the ALP considers it important that the government should
provide the public with information
about the activities of the State,
we firmly believe that the media
should not be government-owned
and controlled. The last five years
of the UPP has demonstrated how
ownership and control of any medium by the government can be
sorely abused.
Therefore, while an ALP government
will maintain a vibrant government
information service to provide the
public with information about State
activities through the use of the

Internet, Official Websites, press releases and recordings for radio and
television, it will not seek to constrain
the freedom of the media.
With regard to ABS Radio and Television, the ALP will implement the
following programme:
• The Antigua Broadcasting
Service will be converted into
a public corporation with an
independent Board of Directors
comprising persons nominated
by the Government, the private
sector and the trade unions
• Financing for the Radio
and TV services will come
from advertising
• While the Minister of Information
will establish policy in relation
to the development of
information and communication,
no role will be played in
relation to the management
and operation of ABS
• The government’s overarching
policy on information and
communication will be to ensure
that all media operate in a
non-monopolistic way and in
manner that is fair, objective,
unbiased and transparent
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Sporting
Development
in Antigua &
Barbuda

The role of sports in national
development has gained
increasing prominence in the
global economy. In this respect,
sports have now become one of
the largest and most profitable
areas of business. This trend
has however coincided with
the seeming decline of sporting
performances in Antigua and
Barbuda since 2004.
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The fortunes of the West Indies Cricket team and by
extension the Leeward Islands and Antigua and Barbuda teams, calls for radical diagnostic and curative
measures to be implemented at all levels to stem the
tide. The new ALP administration will define a vision for

sports that will not only see improvements on the field
performances but also provide the requisite administrative, infrastructural and institutional framework for
this to become a reality. The pillars of the new sporting
thrust are outlined below.

Sports Administration and Facilities Management
Sports administration, coaching
and medicine have now reached
a level of specialization that was
unheard of in previous decades.
The specialized skills needed for
the construction and maintenance
of sporting facilities have also
reached a high level of sophistication. In order for the Antiguan and
Barbudan sport administrators and
facilities managers to be brought
up to speed the Antigua Labour
Party Administration will:
• Revive the National Sports
Council as the vehicle through
which many of the sporting

goals and objectives will be
achieved. The composition
of the Council must
include the following skills
set: project development,
project management,
facilities management and
event management
• Provide the requisite training
opportunities in the skills
set to be utilized by the
National Sports Council
• Revamp the Organizational
Structure of the Ministry
of Sports to position it to

respond to the demands
of the new focus
• Provide opportunities for
coaches employed in the
Government Sports Programme
to upgrade their skills
• Assist the Antigua and Barbuda
Sports Medicine Association
in accessing advanced
training programmes
• Immediately commission
an operational review of the
Sir Vivian Richards Stadium
to determine the optimal
uses of its facilities

Sporting Performance
The performance of a country’s
athletes in international competitions is used as a gauge of the success of its sporting programmes.
Under the UPP the profile of Antiguan sports in the regional and
sub-regional competitions has
taken a dive in the past few years.
Every attempt must be made to
ensure that Antiguan sportsmen
and women return to regional and
international prominence. For this
to occur the following will be implemented:
• Implement an Elite Athletes
Programme - Opportunities

will be provided for athletes
who excel at the regional level
to develop into world-class
athletes through the provision
of training grants as well as
overseas attachments. For
athletes that are locally based
access to upgraded training
facilities will be provided
• National Teams - A successful
national team in any sport is
one of the single most important
factors in attracting players,
spectators and supporters
to any sport. We view the
development of successful

Antigua and Barbuda teams as
critical to the future of sport. In
order to accomplish this we will:
»» Provide incentives for clubs
to develop national players
»» Invest in the physical
and mental preparation
of national teams
• Establish and manage a
participatory search system
to identify talent at all levels
at an early age and channel
such talent into productive
applications through world class
coaching and support services.
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Infrastructural Development
A modern, smoothly functioning
infrastructure is an essential precondition for success in international sport. Antigua and Barbuda
therefore needs to make drastic
improvements in its sporting infrastructure for the country to be a
major player in the regional and international sporting arena. In order
for this to be accomplished, the
ALP will undertake the following:
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• Construction of new national
stadium catering primarily for
track and field and football.
• Construction of National
Indoor Centre catering to
basketball, netball, volleyball
and bodybuilding
• Upgrading of Community
Sports Facilities inclusive
of the provision of artificial
football surfaces in at least
three major communities
over the next five years

• Resuscitation of the Antigua
Recreation Ground to
facilitate the hosting of first
class cricket matches
• Construction of National
Indoor Cricket Nets to
facilitate concentrated
and all weather training
• Provision of incentives to private
investors in the construction
of sporting facilities e.g.
golf courses that will add
considerable economic value
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Minor Sports
Although considered minor because of minimal international
and regional profiles there is significant participation in many of
the sports deemed minor in the
Antiguan context. Therefore it is
incumbent on the new administration to ensure that the growth
potential of these sports is further exploited. The large Hispanic
community has been consistently
organizing baseball competitions

and these seem to attract large
competitor and spectator participation.
The ALP will collaborate with this
potential resource and seek avenues for the exploitation of baseball’s popularity in Latin America,
again with a view to adding socioeconomic value. Additionally, the
Antigua and Barbuda Labour Party
will:

• Through the National
Sports Council, conduct a
comprehensive audit of all
the minor sports that attract
participation of persons in
Antigua and Barbuda.
• Based on the outcome of
the above audit, implement
feasible assistance programmes
aimed at promoting the
growth of these sports.

Sports Tourism
Antigua and Barbuda has for years
marketed itself as a sports tourism destination. The country possesses the physical attributes and
healthy climate that lends itself to
year round sporting activities.
However, limitations in facilities
have affected the success of that
thrust. The new ALP Administration with its commitment to

upgrading sporting facilities will
have a new thrust in promoting
the island as one of the premier
sports tourism destinations in the
Caribbean. The thrust will also see
the island bidding to host regional
sporting extravaganzas such as
the CARIFTA Games, the CAC
Bodybuilding and Fitness Championship, CARICOM Basketball and
Netball Championships among

others, with the accompanying
economic spin offs. Therefore
for sports tourism to make a significant contribution to economic
activity in Antigua and Barbuda
a comprehensive strategy will be
developed which should include:
• Identification of the
sports tourism areas
which will be targeted by
Antigua and Barbuda;
• Identification of the
facilities (both sports and
accommodation) required to
undertake the targeted activities;
• Institutionalization of a
coordination mechanism
between the two Ministries
directly involved in this activity;
• Articulation of an human
resource plan aimed at
fulfilling the knowledge based
requirements of sports tourism
• The full implementation of a
sports tourism destination
marketing plan, which should
also include the possibility
of forming strategic alliances
with similar destinations;
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Sports as a Tool for Social Development
Negative trends in social behaviour
among youth can be directly linked
to the absence of basic facilities for
sports and recreation at the community level. Increasing levels of
crime are also thought to be linked
to the failure of sporting policy particularly as it relates to inner city
communities. The goal therefore
should be to promote and develop
the environment and opportunities to enable all interested young
people throughout the country
to participate fully in competitive
sports according to talents, skills
and interest, and to attract them
away from non-productive behaviour and activities.
The Antigua and Barbuda Labour
Party will double its effort at the
community level to ensure that
young people are provided with
options even if only at the recreational level. In this context the following will be pursued:
• Promote the benefits of
sports in our communities

• Initiate community based
keep fit programmes
• Reinvigorate inter-community/
inter-village competitions
• Encourage businesses
to sponsor clubs and
league competitions
through the provision of
appropriate incentives
• Encourage and facilitating
businesses to employ sports
achievers and to support
further education when
interest is demonstrated
• Encourage businesses,
particularly hotels, to adopt a
school and/or community by
providing sports material for
training and competitiveness
on a needs basis
• Develop a strong and
sustained club structure
at the community level
• Stimulate community
support and participation in
sports through an esteemed
national awards system

Legislative/Institutional Arrangements
The success of sporting programmes is dependent upon the
legislative/institutional framework,
which exists to ensure that policy
prescriptions are implemented
without hindrances. The Antigua
and Barbuda Labour Party will:
• Commission a review of the
Sports related Legislation to
ensure that they are consistent
with the emerging goals of
sporting development
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• Review the status of the
National Sports Policy
with a view to making
appropriate amendments
• Through the National Sports
Council, prepare a strategic
plan for sports covering
the period 2009-2019
• Establish a sports ‘Hall of Fame’
• Promote and celebrate key
historical dates of significant
sport achievements
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Culture
Antigua and Barbuda has a rich culture which has been
sustained despite assaults upon it by our nation’s openness
to foreign films, television, music and dance. However, our
country lacks the institutional infrastructure to promote and
develop our culture adequately, including a Theatre for the
dramatic arts.
The ALP will work with the private sector to implement a
cultural work programme that will include:
• The construction of a Theatre at which plays could
be performed, and dance programme presented
• The introduction of programmes for the performing
and visual arts in secondary schools
• The provision of scholarships for the exceptionally
talented to receive higher training
• Incentives for performing groups to stage
productions locally and overseas.
• Encouragement of greater use of our
cultural performers and marketing of artistic
products within the tourism sector

Carnival
Carnival is a magical festival for Antigua. It serves to maintain and improve the skills of our musicians, our Calypsonians and our costume designers. More than anything else, it
has contributed fulsomely to the preservation of our cultural
heritage. The ALP will implement the following in relation to
Carnival:
• The Carnival Development Committee will be
strengthened both in personnel and resources
• A closer working relationship will be developed
between the Hotel Association, the Tourist Board and
the Carnival Development Committee to promote
Carnival as a tourist even as well as a national festival
• Invitations will be extended to the Carnival organisers
in neighbouring OECS territories, Trinidad and Tobago,
Guyana and Brazil to send a winning troop to participate
in Antigua and Barbuda’s carnival making it more
spectacular and international, and attracting more visitors
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Electricity and energy
security has become a major
concern in Antigua and
Barbuda. The several weeks
of massive electricity outages
that the nation suffered
throughout SeptemberOctober 2008, are merely a
symptom of a more serious
calamity that the country
faces because of poor policy
and planning choices made
by the UPP regime. These
poor choices, compounded
by the incompetence of the
Board and management of
APUA, have seen the authority
become mired in litigation,
first with The Antigua Power
Company (APC) and now with
the West Indies Oil Company.
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Energy Se
Public Ut
The mismanagement of
APUA started in 2004 with
the appointment of the
UPP’s Party Chairman to the
position of general manager,
a position for which he did
not have the required qualification.
The replacement of competent and experienced mangers with persons whose
qualifications consisted of
nothing more substantial
than that of political patronage caused saw APUA
degenerate from a profit
making institution to a loss
making corporation.
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All customers have suffered
due to high price increase for
electricity with no improvement of service. Despite
consumer bills have more
than doubled under the UPP,
there has been an increase
in the number and duration
of power outages across
Antigua and Barbuda.
These outages included a
situation in which Barbuda
was left without electricity
for approximately two weeks
and APC, as a private entity
was required to intercede to
address the UPP’s mismanagement

ecurity &
tilities
ALP Plan for Electricity
and Energy Security
The ALP believes that in planning
for the nation’s future development the issue of electricity generation and water supply must
be tackled now. The solution to
these problems require investments in modern and efficient
generators; the use of renewable
technologies for the supply of
electricity and the replacement of
old electrical systems with modern low energy appliances.
There has been significant debate
within the country in regard to the
issue of the privatisation of electrical generation and distribution
within Antigua and Barbuda. The
UPP’s argument for privatisation
is that APUA as a public company
would allow individuals to enrich
themselves from the revenues of
APUA at the cost of the people of
Antigua and Barbuda.
The ALP appreciates that privatisation examined from a simplistic
perspective may seem attractive
to some persons. The argument
for privatisation advocated by the
UPP however, ignores the simple
fact that the “profits” of APUA

from the generation of electricity,
is reemployed into maintaining
distribution lines, the maintenance of electrical generators
and the subsidy of water bills. It
is a fact that though Antigua and
Barbuda experienced significant
damage from five hurricanes between 1995 and 2000, the cost
of electricity did not reflect these
significant capital costs. Under
a privatised APUA these cost
would have been passed on to
the consumer.
The ALP’s policy on privatisation is that APUA must, in the
nation’s interest, retain control
of the generation and distribution of electricity and water. We
believe APUA must be operated
efficiently and effectively with the
objective of reducing the cost of
electricity and promoting the development of our country for the
common good.
Within 30 days of taking office
the ALP Government will review
the present electricity tariff and
adjust the fuel variation charge
to correctly reflect the actual

changes in the cost of fuel. Under the UPP Administration the
cost of electricity in Antigua has
escalated far more quickly than it
has in other OECS territories and
the consumers of Antigua deserve
and require that a Government
ensure reliability and fair pricing
for electricity.
Within the first 90 days, an ALP
Government will appoint a suitably qualified consultant, or consulting company or company to:
• Carry out a complete
plant audit of the power
generating assets of APUA
• Review the transmission
grid and transmission
protection system
• Review the distribution
network and plant
Immediately upon taking office, the ALP Administration will
commence a legal review of the
legislation related to APUA and
will draft a new Electricity Supply
Act that conforms more closely
to the legislation in other OECS
territories. The OECS is committed to a general policy of opening
the Electricity Sector to improve
competitiveness and to create
opportunities for private investment. Within 5 years the ALP
Government plans to:
• Introduce new legislation in
Parliament to pass a modern
Electricity Supply Act (ESA)
aimed to protect the best
interests of the people and
the economy of Antigua
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• Projects and incorporate
this into the new ESA.

Investment in
Renewable Energy

• Under the ESA legislation,
an Independent Regulatory
Commission (IRC) will
be created and have
responsibility for:

• Pass legislation requiring
that a minimum of 20% of
the power supply to the
national grid must come
from renewable energy
sources within ten years. In
particular the ALP will adopt
and encourage the use of
proven technologies for
the generation of electricity
through the use of solar, wind
and thermal sources. As part
of this programme while the
ALP envisages that renewable
energy production will be on
a commercial scale, policies
will be enacted to promote
and encourage domestic
use of these technologies.

»» Implementing the
Government’s policy with
respect to Alternative
Energy Power Generation
»» Review application for
Independent Power
Producers (IPPs)
»» Framework of the ESA
and the 5 year and
10 year plans of the
Government for Electricity
»» Issuing new Generating
Licenses to private
companies wishing
to invest
Barbuda has for too long been
ignored by successive governments and the lack of reliable
electricity generating facilities
and infrastructure has been difficult for Barbudans and hindered
development opportunities.
An ALP Administration will work
in partnership with the Barbuda
Council towards implementing
an electricity policy for Barbuda. The Government and
the Council will jointly appoint
a committee to review and
consider models used in other
small Caribbean Islands and to
make recommendations to the
Government and the Council on
how to create a strong, viable
and cost effective electricity
utility for the people of Barbuda.
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• All duties and taxes will be
removed for the use of solar
panels, wind turbines and or
other renewable technologies
for businesses and domestic
use. These items will be
zero rated under the ABST
• In light of the importance of
St. John’s as our nation’s
commercial centre, we will
implement a programme
for the entrenchment of
utility lines underground.
• Build additional electrical
generating plants in the
southern parts of Antigua
and Barbuda, as a means
of increasing the efficiency
and the reduction of wastage
from distribution lines.
• Make amendments to the
manner in which the fuel
variation charge is applied to
electrical bills, and remove
it as a source of significant
confusion and its potential for
abuse as seen under the UPP.

Water Supply
In recent years, Antigua and Barbuda has experienced a generous
amount of rainfall. This has served
both our domestic water supply
and agricultural production. However, problems remain with water
distribution lines and costs. Additionally, we can take no chances
that the long periods of drought
that our country experienced in the
past will not return. Therefore the
ALP will:
• Continue to make it a
requirement that every new
domestic dwelling or hotel
resort must be constructed
with water catchment tanks.
• Continue to construct reservoirs
at the strategic points across
the country to supply water
to the national system.
• Encourage farmers to construct
water catchment areas on their
farms to irrigate their crops.
• Assess the water needs of
the nation over the next ten
years and research the most
appropriate and cost-efficient
technology in which to invest.
• Permit major hotel developments
to install their own water
desalinization plants or other
appropriate technology to
serve their own needs.
• Assess the state of the
present water distribution
system in the context of
new housing developments
and ensure that plans are
synchronised for water delivery
from the national system.
• Replace outmoded and leaking
water distribution lines.
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Agriculture, Fisheries,
and The Environment
The average farmer in Antigua and
Barbuda is struggling to survive.
The rising costs of inputs and the
importation of agricultural products
that are subsidised by governments
in the US and Europe put our
farmers at a disadvantage. Yet,
Antigua and Barbuda cannot rely on
imported foods only.

We have little control
over the prices of goods
imported from overseas
and no control whatsoever over their supply. It
is in the nation’s interest
therefore to maintain
agricultural and fisheries
production to satisfy as
much of the local market
as possible. Additionally,
if farmers can produce
good quality products
consistently, the tourism
industry would be a ready
market. To encourage
this, the ALP will:
• Give long-leases to
farmers so that they
can use such leases as
collateral with banks
to raise loans for
production;
•
Allow
farmers with
long leases
to construct
a single
dwelling
house on
the land so
that they
and their
families
could live
on their
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farms 24 hours a
day as a deterrent
to praedial larceny.
• Provide farmers and
fishermen with duty
free concessions on
plant and equipment
needed to make their
operations successful.
• The Ministries of
Agriculture, Tourism
and Finance will work
with farmers and
fishermen as well as
Hotel owners and
Supermarkets to link
production to markets.
• Farmers will be given
tangible assistance
to create water
catchments on their
farms for irrigation.
• Incentives will be
given to farmers for
poultry production.
Antigua and Barbuda
spends tens of millions
of dollars on the
importation of poultry
and poultry products.
This money could be
earned by farmers
in our economy for
their own gain and the
benefit of the economy.
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Environment
The natural environment of Antigua and Barbuda is what makes
it home to its native people and
beautiful to its visitors. This is particularly true of our bays, coves and
beaches, but it is also valid for our
green areas. But the environment
is more than what nature has given
us; it is also what we have created over time – mostly our towns
and villages. The environment of
these areas is as important as our
natural gifts. To preserve and
enhance our environment,
the ALP will:
• Indentify green
areas across Antigua
and Barbuda for
preservation as
natural areas for
the enjoyment of
the people, and
legislation will
be introduced
prohibiting any
government in
the future from
destroying such
green areas or
changing the
purpose for which
they were intended.
•
Establish a
National Environmental
Authority (NEA) with
statutory powers to protect
the environment including
beaches, reefs and mangrove
swamps, and regulate activities
that impact on them.
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• Empower the NEA to set and
enforce standards governing
land use, water quality and the
utilization of water, sanitation
and solid waste management
and the protection of marine
and coastal resources.
• Encourage the NEA and the
Ministry responsible for the
Environment to work closely
with the Caribbean Climate
Change Research Centre to
ensure that both governmental
and commercial operations
follow international best
practices for the enhancement
of the environment.
• Introduce Environmental studies
in primary and secondary
school programmes so that
children can grow up with
knowledge of the threats to the
environment and the necessity
for action to combat them.
• Encourage the media to
promote a public awareness
programme which the Ministry
will devise in consultation
with non-governmental
environmentalist and
conservationist groups.
• Introduce laws relating to
illegal dumping and littering
and strictly enforce them.
• Invite private companies to
tender for collection of garbage
and its conversion through an
appropriate incineration process
into electricity which may be
sold to APUA at a price which
gives a fair return on investment.
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Disaster
Preparedness
Antigua and Barbuda suffered six hurricanes in five
years between 1995 and 2000. The fact that we
have not experienced any serious storms since then
should not make us complacent. It is an indication of
the smugness and incompetence of the UPP that one
period of prolonged rainfall last year led not only to
flooding but also the displacement of people from their
dwellings. It was significant too that part of the reason
for the flooding was that the UPP had covered manholes
and changed the pattern of natural watercourses
without regard for the dire consequences.
In preparing for disasters, several
factors have to be taken into account. The first priority must be
the protection of vulnerable people; the second is the preservation
of property; the third is the cleanup and rehabilitation process afterwards; and the fourth is arrangements to cater for job losses.
Between 1995 and 2000, when
hotels and other businesses were
forced to close after hurricanes,
the ALP government employed
people who were laid off simply to
ensure that money was getting into
family homes. It is what caused
the Public Service to swell and the
wages bill to increase. But, had
the ALP government not done so,
many families would have suffered
distressfully.
Immediately upon assuming office, the ALP will put the following
disaster preparedness plan into
effect:
• Provide for a payment to a
Disaster Fund in each year’s

Budget specifically for use
in the event of a disaster.
The Fund will not be used
except to cater for a Disaster
and its proceeds will cover
rehabilitation works, assistance
to people who have suffered,
and temporary employment
for people laid-off from work.
• Support and maintain
coverage under the Caribbean
Catastrophe Risk Insurance
Facility so that the government
can continue to pay external
debt from the insurance until
revenues return to normal. This
way there will be no build-up
of debt when revenues fall as
a consequence of disasters.
• Construct community centres
at strategic areas across the
country which can double
as Emergency Centres for
housing people who have to be
evacuated from their homes.
The Centres will be constructed
on water catchment tanks and
will be equipped with toilets and
other sanitary facilities as well as

rooms for storing relief supplies
during the hurricane season.
• In the first quarter of every
year, assess the vulnerability
of areas around both Antigua
and Barbuda and determine
what works have to be carried
out. Such works will be
undertaken between May
and June of each year.
• Enforce the building codes to
ensure that all new homes are
built to withstand hurricanes
and that housing schemes
have adequate infrastructure
to cope with hurricanes.
• Maintain a register of
contractors and equipment
that can be called into service
immediately after hurricanes to
carry out rehabilitation works.
• Insist that APUA and other
telecommunications providers
bury underground their
telephone lines in heavily built
up commercial areas such as
St John’s, English Harbour
and Falmouth. APUA will
also be required to plan for
the burial underground of
electricity transmission lines.
• Negotiate a permanent stand-by
grant and soft-loan facility with
the Caribbean Development
Bank which would be released
immediately upon application
after a hurricane to carry out
major rehabilitation work.
• Work closely with the Caribbean
Disaster Emergency Response
Agency to mobile regional
and international assistance.
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Constitution

and Justice Reform
Our constitution now
over 27 years old, has
formed the basis for the
creation of an equitable
and egalitarian society.
Modelled on that of
the United Kingdom,
the particular
circumstances of our
developing society and
inequalities that are
increasingly evident
require that some
adjustments be made.

The ALP, unlike the UPP is committed to upholding the constitution of
Antigua and Barbuda. During the
last five years the UPP has consistently made direct attacks on the
freedoms and rights of the citizens
guaranteed by our constitution.
These attacks have included the
right to free speech; the right to the
freedom of association; the right for
protection against unfair dentition
by the police; the right to timely bail
hearings; the independence of the
judiciary from political interference;
the abuse of the police force for
the furthering of a political agenda;
the failure to secure the tenure of
the Director of Public Prosecution,
and the failure to secure tenure for
our judges; are all examples of the
UPP’s disregard of our constitution.
The ALP, as a means of addressing
these issues, will:
• Enact legislation to enshrine
the constitution’s intent, that
our judges should be free and
independent from political
influence. To this end we will:
»» Engage other governments of
the Organisation of Eastern
Caribbean States in meaningful
dialogue to ensure that judges
enjoy security of tenure by
making appointments for life
and their removal be limited to
impeachment via parliament.
»» Ensure that upon their
demise, widows of deceased
judges be entitled to 2/3 of
their husband’s pension.
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»» Enact legislation to make
it illegal for Ministers of
government to delay or deny
the payment of pensions
to any judge so entitled.
• Within the spirit and terms of the
constitution appoint the Director
of Prosecution until retirement.
• In consultation with the
people, the ALP will amend
the constitution to limit the
Prime Minister’s tenure to two
consecutive terms or 10 years
(whichever is the greater), in the
capacity of Prime Minister.
• In consultation with the people,
seek an amendment to the
constitution to remove the
prohibition on the eligibility
of ordained ministers from
standing for elected office.
• In consultation with the people,
seek a referendum on the
replacement of the Privy Council
as the final court of appeal by the
Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ).
• In consultation with the people,
seek an amendment to the
Constitution of Antigua and
Barbuda to ensure that no
Antiguan and Barbudan will
be disqualified from serving in
Parliament or government by
virtue of the necessity to hold
citizenship of another country.
• In consultation with the
people, seek an amendment
to the constitution for the
election of parish councils
and the appointment of
Mayors for the City of St.
John’s and Parham Town
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Involving Antiguans
and Barbudans
Overseas
Antigua and Barbudans overseas are an
important resource in many ways. They
send remittances home which helps our
country’s foreign exchange earnings and
support people who might otherwise find
it difficult to make ends meet. Many of
the senior members of the Diaspora are
now coming back home; they are buying land, building homes and spending
their pensions in our economy — they
are making a further contribution to the
economy. And, those Antiguans and
Barbudans who remain abroad are an
important lobby for our country’s interests. The ALP will establish a meaningful
outreach programme to them to:
• Inform them about developments
and opportunities at home;
• Recruit them for specialist tasks that
require their knowledge and training;
• Garner their collective help in lobbying
for Antigua and Barbuda’s interests
in the countries where they live.
• Encourage them to invest in
development projects in Antigua
and Barbuda and provide them
with incentives to do so.
A Special Diaspora Unit will be established in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
to liaise with Antiguans and Barbudan
overseas either directly or through our
overseas missions. The Unit will coordinate with other Ministries to provide
information and assistance to the Diaspora community.
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Managing Being Fair
to All
IMMigration

The ALP recognizes the contribution to Antigua and
Barbuda that has always been made by our sisters
and brothers from the CARICOM and OECS countries
and the Dominican Republic, dating back to the
1930’s when many of them were involved in our
struggle for workers rights and civil liberties.
We also know that fundamentally
the people of Antigua and Barbuda
comprise a fair and just society that
abhors abuse of their fellow man
and upholds human rights.
We are also conscious that many
of our own citizens live in Caribbean states and elsewhere and we
expect their rights to be respected.
For these reasons, the ALP is
disturbed that our Brothers and
Sisters from CARICOM countries
and the Dominican Republic, who
are presently living in Antigua and
Barbuda peacefully contributing
to the economic well being of this
country, have been, and are living
in fear of UPP intimidation, victimization and arbitrary deportations.
We believe that, once these persons are not engaged in any criminal activity and provided that they
are able to take care of themselves
and to contribute to the economy,
they ought not to be victimised.
At the same time, the ALP is conscious of the strain that could be
placed on the country’s facilities
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such as health care, class-room
places and housing. In this regard,
the ALP has always favoured an
approach of managed migration
in which our sisters and brothers
from CARICOM and the Dominican
Republic can join our work force as
our development demands require
them, and after positions have been
filled by Antiguans and Barbudans.
We believe this is a just position.
These are the principles that guide
the ALP to announce the implementation of the following programme with regard to nationals
of CARICOM and the Dominican
Republic. We will;
• Revoke the present UPP’s
policy of arbitrary deportations
of nationals of CARICOM and
the Dominican Republic.
• Cease all pending arbitrary
deportations by the various
agencies of the state and enable
persons to apply for lawful
work permits or residence.
• Offer amnesty to all who are
residents of the state, and who

have not been involved in any
criminal activity, so that they
make a full contribution to the
upkeep of the state like all
other law-abiding inhabitants.
• Waive fees for the renewal of
work permits for all citizens of
CARICOM and the Dominican
Republic who have been
lawfully in Antigua and Barbuda
for three years or more.
• Implement the letter and spirit
of free movement of skilled
CARICOM workers in fulfilment
of the Treaty of Chaguaramas
which our Parliament has
ratified along with other
CARICOM governments and
in recognition that many of
our own nationals are working
in CARICOM countries
under this arrangement.
• Manage migration to benefit
all the citizens and residents
of Antigua and Barbuda fairly
and objectively and with due
regard to demands on the
social services of the country.
The ALP believes that the basic
fundamental rights and the benefit
of the rule of law must be accorded
all persons in Antigua and Barbuda, and that the cruel and inhuman
punishment inflicted on our Brothers and Sisters from CARICOM
and the Dominican Republic by the
UPP must cease.
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A Foreign and Trade Policy

to serve our
National Goals
The ALP will restructure
its diplomatic service to
advance the economic
interests of Antigua
and Barbuda in tourism
and financial services,
attracting investment,
capital and joint venture
partners.
Overseas missions will be required
to establish working relationships
with the Hotel Association, the
Banking Industry, the Manufacturers Association and the Chamber
of Commerce as part of a public
sector – private sector partnership
to benefit the economy.
Trade, economic and investment
negotiations at bilateral and multi
lateral levels will be informed by private sector perspectives as much
as by public sector requirements.

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA’S
PLACE IN THE WORLD
Given the nature of our economy
and the global nature of the markets for our two most important
economic sectors — tourism and
financial services - Antigua and
Barbuda’s interests are global in
scope.
Therefore, at the centre of our
foreign policy and our trade
policy, must be the maintenance
of the closest possible relations
with our traditional friends in the
United States, Canada, the European Union and China, while we
develop closer links to our neighbours in Latin America, Asia and
Africa.
In this regard, China, Brazil, India
and South Africa will be areas of

focus for forging strong relations
as we seek to influence rulemaking bodies such as the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) whose
decisions affect the livelihood of
our people.
Our relationship with the United
States merits special attention
because of the close links which
Antigua and Barbuda enjoys with
it. There are as many Antiguans
and Barbudans living in the US
as in our own country; the US remains our primary source of tourists; the US is also Antigua and
Barbuda’s single largest trading
partner; and our proximity to the
US, both in travel time and space,
continues to offer opportunities to
Antigua and Barbuda.

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA IN THE CARIBBEAN
The ALP is mindful that, though
the markets for its key economic
sectors are global, we are located
in the Caribbean and we have
strong historical, cultural and political links with our neighbours in
the region. Indeed, the ALP was in

the vanguard of every integration
effort. Its leadership founded the
Caribbean Free Trade Agreement
(CARIFTA), insisted on membership of the Caribbean Community
and Common Market (CARICOM)
and originated the Organisation of

Eastern Caribbean States (OECS).
We are well aware that “no island
is an island unto itself”. And,
while the ALP will work resolutely
to procure a space in the global
economic community that benefits
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our inhabitants, we will cooperate
with our partners in the Caribbean
community to enhance our own
bargaining power and to bolster
their negotiating strength.
Unlike the UPP administration, we
will not be silent spectators at the
negotiating table, nor will be clueless fellow-travellers when policies
are determined and decisions
made; as we have always done, we
will propose concepts and research
arguments that advance Antigua
and Barbuda’s interests in concert with addressing the concerns
of others. Ours will be an active
diplomacy within CARICOM and
the OECS and together with these
organisations in the outside world.
The leadership of the ALP established diplomatic relations with
Cuba even in the face of pressures
not to do so. Antigua and Barbuda
has benefited from its relationship
with Cuba, and the ALP will deepen this relationship not only to gain
from the scholarships and medical
programmes of Cuba, but also to
explore joint venture opportunities
in tourism and travel, and for collaboration in addressing problems
common challenges such as climate change and natural disaster.

In other words, the ALP will move
the Cuba relationship to a higher
level of mutual benefit.
The ALP is mindful of the historic
migration links between Antigua
and Barbuda and the Dominican
Republic. There are links of blood
that span decades. The ALP will
grasp the opportunity provided
by this historical and genilogical
link to establish relations with the
Dominican Republic for trade,
investment, cultural exchanges
and international cooperation that
will benefit both countries. It is
important to the ALP that Antigua
and Barbuda and the Dominican
Republic embrace each other in
the Caribbean family.
Antigua and Barbuda, as a sovereign nation, has a vote in the
United Nations organisations,
in the Organisation of American
States and in CARICOM. The ALP
is conscious of the dire conditions
in Haiti and the urgent need to help
the people of this country that led
the way to Caribbean independence and suffered for it. The ALP
will play a role in procuring for Haiti
the international support that it
deserves.

Accomplishing these objectives
To accomplish these objectives,
the ALP will revamp the Foreign
and Diplomatic service to:
• Establish a strong research
and negotiating team in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
• Create machinery for regular
and sustained consultations
with the private sector and
trade unions on bilateral and
multilateral trade negotiations;
• Strengthen representation at
the World Trade Organisation;
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• Mount bi-annual trade and
investment missions of public
sector and private sector
representatives to major
markets in North America, Latin
America, Asia and Africa;
• Create machinery for
cooperation between local
security agencies and agencies
in other Caribbean countries,
Canada, the UK, the US, France
and Holland with the illegal
traffic in drugs and firearms,
and in curbing violent crime

CHALLENGES
AND RESPONSES
Under the UPP government, the
European Union has gained unprecedented access to our small
market, through the Economic
Partnership
Agreement
(EPA)
signed with CARIFORUM. This EU
access will hurt local businesses
and create unemployment unless
policies and plans are put in place
to ameliorate it. The ALP’s task will
be to create circumstances that
would allow local companies to
withstand the competition from the
EU while taking advantage of the
limited opportunities that the EPA
provides.
In future negotiations for free trade
agreements, Antigua and Barbuda
will play a strong role in defending the interests of business and
jobs within our country. While the
ALP welcomes increased trade
and investment, particularly with
countries such as Canada and the
US, with which Antigua and Barbuda has had long and productive
relations, we hold to the view that
free trade agreements must be fair,
recognising the different sizes of
the economies involved and they
must have a strong development
component.
We will also strive for an effective
global response to climate change
that addresses the disastrous effects upon countries such as ours.
The ALP will ensure that Antigua
and Barbuda always has a strong
voice and carefully researched
arguments in international fora
dealing with this issue. We will
argue both for reductions in the
harmful greenhouse gas emissions of industrialised countries,
and for compensation to mitigate
the harmful effects upon innocent
countries like ours.
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A Framework for

Good
Governance
Under the UPP, Antigua
and Barbuda has
witnessed the worst
form of abuse by any
government.

UPP Abuse

The examples of such abuse are
legion. They include:
• Forcing the resignations
of two Directors of Public
Prosecutions because they
refused to do their political
bidding, and putting enormous
pressure on a third one.
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• The admission under Oath,
in a Court of Law, by the
Attorney-General that he did
not vet or approve a contract
between the government
and a private contractor as
he is required to do by every
known government regulation
• The refusal of the AttorneyGeneral to address the
decisions of the Court in
a timely fashion in relation
to access to ABS Radio
and TV by the ALP
• Dismissing the entire
leadership of the Antigua
and Barbuda Police Force
and replacing them with
political supporters
• Dispensing with tenders
for government contracts
and the sale of government
property. The sale of the
Royal Antiguan Hotel for $12
million when it cost over $200
million is a case in point
• Spending millions of dollars of
taxpayers’ money on foreign
lawyers and investigators to
pursue political vendettas
against ALP politicians when
they could find no basis for a
criminal prosecution. In the
meantime, the UPP refused
to complete the Mount St
John Hospital and many
Antiguans and Barbudans
died from lack of care
• Victimisation and
discrimination directed at
public servants whom they
dismissed without cause,
ignoring altogether the
Public Service Commission
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The ALP Plan for
Good Governance
The ALP holds the view that
policies and programmes, no
matter how well formulated, will
succeed only if they are implemented within a framework of
good governance designed to
protect the rights of every citizen, prevent the concentration
and abuse of power, impose
strict accountability on those
exercising authority, ensure an
efficient and easily accessible
justice system, maintain effective law enforcement, and provide an efficient bureaucracy.
We have pledged to make constitutional and legal changes that
will ensure that no government in
future can interfere with the legal
and constitutional system. In an
earlier section of this manifesto,
we have proposed the insulation
of the Court and the Office of
the Director of Public Prosecutions from political interference.
We want the same for the Public
Service and Police Commissions.
We have also stated that we will
seek to limit the term of any holder
of the Office of Prime Minister to
two terms only.
We will also establish a Citizens
Protection Bureau headed by the
Public Defender with powers to
defend the rights of and secure
redress for citizens whose constitutional rights may be violated.
We also consider it necessary in
light of our experience of the last
five years of the UPP to require

that appointment to sensitive
posts that are critical to the delivery of good governance be approved by a two-thirds majority in
each House of Parliament thereby
requiring consensus between the
government and the opposition.
These include appointments of
The Public Defender, The Police
Service Commission and the
Public Service Commission
In the public interest and regardless of which political party is
in office, we believe that there
should be legislation governing
the award of government contracts to include prosecution for
violation of the rules governing the
award of contracts and to make
provision that any contract issued
without the proper procedures
and authorization are rendered
null and void and unenforceable.
We also hold the view that Special
Select Committees of Parliament
should be chaired by a member
of the Opposition to ensure more
diligent oversight of government’s
activities as is the case with the
Public Accounts Committee.
In order for any government to
serve the public efficiently and
well, there must be a capable
and effective public service.
Therefore, the ALP will undertake
a comprehensive review of the
existing structure and operation
of government bureaucracy to
eliminate waste and improve efficiency and accountability.
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A Safer, Better,
Richer Antigua
and Barbuda
Team Labour is ready to administer the affairs of
our country in a manner accountable to you – the
citizens and residents of Antigua and Barbuda.
Together we are a team of experienced persons
who have served in government, business and
the professions. We have crafted this plan for
our beloved country to relieve the burden of taxation that has been placed upon you by the UPP,
to stimulate the economy so that businesses can
thrive and employment can be expanded, to give
you short term relief and long-term stability, to attract new investment and to grow the economy
sustainably.
Apart from developing the economy, fighting
crime and curbing it are our first priorities. We
must remove guns from our streets, and stop their
smuggling onto our shores. We will spare no effort and limit no resource in doing so.
We also have a vision of a “One Antigua and
Barbuda Society” where discrimination and victimization is no more, and all the talents, skills and
knowledge of our people are drawn into a common collective for the benefit of us all – individually and as a people. We want to give our children
a solid education and a sound start in life; we want
to care for our elderly in their golden years; and
we want to ensure that the most vulnerable in our
society are not swept into the sidelines.
This is the safer, better, richer Antigua and Barbuda that we envision, and to whose creation we
are pledged.

May God Bless and Guide us all.
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